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GEHERAI. ISTROWO'Sim 
One of the common aodeo of intelllgenoe ooranrunloation 
among tmmm beings I s speech. The Intelllgenoe transferred 
t h r o u ^ speech i s largely contained in sound wa^es, the 
Complex signals produced "by a ser ies of controlled aotions 
of artlotilatory organs, The speech, for the eaJce of analysis, 
may be broken np into segments of various sizes • phrases, 
# 
words and phonemes . Conversely, the speech sound may be 
considered to be made up of several phon€saes in series, ' 
The phonemes may be farther divided into a setjuence of sound 
se^nentst the acoustic boundaries of nitiioh. may be defined 
either in terms of artioulatory events or in terms of time 
- se lec t ive changes in "ttie spectral, composition. The phonemes 
may be broadly classified as vowels and consonants ishose 
detailed artioulatory descriptions hanre been explained by 
Hengsin (1965); 
However, presently a great deal of experimental research 
i s being devoted to the studies of the aPoustio properties 
of phonemes in general and consonants in par t icular , in 
different languages* The methodology essentisilly consists 
in the identification of the phoneme s a b l e s er acoustic 
segments thereof in an environment of other phonemes or 
otherwise by a set of suitable and seleoted l i s teners and 
* k Bilniaiia set of shortest segMnts of a Itfngucge, whieh, 
i f gubstitated one for ansthesr, convert one word into ainother. :^  
2 
analysing th« reeponees In a logical manner,' Wh«n a 
consonant i s adjacent to a Towel, the possilDle aooustle 
attrlTautes (cues) for i t s identification will depend on 
i t s Category-stops, f t ioat ives , nasals laad sesii-vowel*,^ 
A discussion of MIB defined cues responsible for -ttie ident i -
fication of the f i r s t two categories, l , e , , stops and 
fr icat ives in a vowel environment, for which studies have 
heen carried out in the present wo2& I s given helow, 
gjl23aa»w The acoustic cues tor t h i s category of consonants 
in normal speech are g ^ (si lence) followed by release burst , 
aspiration noise (only in case of aspirated s tops) , end trgin-
el t lon to the vowel I f the consonant precedes the vowel (CV), 
or vowel traneit ion to the consonant, gap, release burst and 
aspiration noise vihen the consonant i s followed by a vov»l 
(VO), I f the stop la voiced, the gap i s f i l l e d , may be 
part ial lyf by voice bar (VB) having a frequency not greater 
than 200 Hj?. 
I t has been shown by various resQarohars (Cooper et al.% 
1952J Winlta et a l . , 1972 and LalUvlere e t s!l,\ I9 |5-a) that 
burst i s «uffioient for the identification of voiceless 
stops ndiereas second forment transit ion alongwlth class 
maricer cue« (extensive f i r s t formant t ransi t ion ©r VB) has 
been feund sufficient for the recognition of voiced stops 
(Mberman et aJ,% 1967).* Oole amd Scott (1974) found that 
burst i s an invariant perceptual cue for stops occurring in 
eyllabie*lmitlia posi t ion; Recently, Blunsteln and Stevens(1979) 
hare demonstrated that the gross spectral properties 
of 10~20 m» of onset or offset of CV or VO syllabled (nay 
be e i ther buret, or t ransi t ion, or both together) are 
sufficient for identifying the place of art iculation of a 
stop consonajat. 
The stop consonants / p , t , t , l c | b ,d ,d ,g | p^ ,1 r , t ,l£^l 
occurring frequently In i n i t i a l eXifi- f inal positions 
of Hindi syllables have been used in the present study,' 
gri cat Ives»- This type of consonants usually hep e^ the 
following cuest f r ic t lonal noise (turbulence) sflftd t ransi t ion 
to the vowel when consonent precedes the vowel (C7) or vowel 
t ransi t ion to the consoneint and noise when consonant i s 
followed by a vowel <VC), 
In fact , the turbulence ^ l o h accompanies fr icat ive 
consonants provides sufficient information to l i s teners to 
discriminate these sounds in any syllable environment 
(Harris, 1958| Heina ^ d Stevens, 1961 ) , I t has furr ier been 
observed that duration of noise i s a cue to distinguish 
among f r ica t ives , affr icates, and stops (Gerstman et al , ' , 
19561 ihmad and Gupta, 1978). 
The fr icat ive sounds used in th is study are /«»J / , 
Linguistic y«fttureBt 
Speech, described as a se(|uenoe of discrete en t i t i e s 
Called phonemes, may not be isolated from words. Phoneme 
i s a minimal unit in speech, a change of which in a word 
(sound) will chsaage the meaning of the word. The phonemes 
ar» classif ied according to the features of art iculat ion 
processes used to generate the sounds. These features of 
speech production are reflected in certain tfjoustio chars^B-
t e r i s t i c s vdiioh ar t protahly deleted by l i s teners to Identify 
the sounds. In order to descrlhe the identification of 
consonants used in the present study, the following se t of 
features (iihmed and Agrawal, 1969) hgpre "been adopted as a 
"basis for the i r classification." 
Voioingt- This phenomenon may "be eacplained either in 
art iculatory or in acoustic terms. In the former, the vocal 
chords do not vibjrfrate dtiring the closure period ^ e n voice-
l e s s consonants / p» t , t , k , p , i r , r ^ , ) s r , 8 ,5 / are proctooed \ihereaB 
they dtt vibrate for voiced consonants /b ,d ,d ,g ,b ,er , ( t r / . 
Acoustically, on the other h ^ d , a low amplitude buzz energy 
at a frecpiency below 200 Ha i s observed during the closure 
period of voiced stops v^ereas voiceless stops have no energy 
during the seme period. Voiceless fricatives / » , ^ / h«re 
noise energy distributed over a rgoige of frecjuencies in the 
closure period, 
Agpirationi* I t Can be defined as the ^ o t t a l firiotion 
produced with (for voiced soxmds) or without (for voiceless 
sounds) ^ o t t a l pulsing due to a i r flow t h r o u ^ g lo t t i s 
while i t i s narrowly or widely open and the vocal t r ^ t Is 
unobstructed. In the acoustic terms, aspiration can be 
described Mt noise (rsndem stippling) mostly at the frequencies 
near second ipad third for»ants of the following or preceding 
5 
vowels. The sounds /p , are designated 
B& aspirated sounde ii^ile the r e s t /p t t , t ,k ,*b,d,d ,g/ are 
tmaopirated. 
grjLOfltioni^ I f the articiilators are closed completely, the 
consonant may be ei ther a stop or a nasal* "but i f they are h r o u ^ t 
together to mafce a narrow s i l t and a i r Is forced t h rou^ i t , the 
resialt i s a kind of turTmlence or fr lot ional noise that d is t in-
guishes /B,\/ from the other sounds,* 
Placet* This feature re la tes to the major constriction end i s 
different from the reatures described ear l ier . Each consonant 
has a place of art iculation end i s designated by the action of 
lower and upper art iculators cCaring constriction, The sounds may 
be categorlsses ast 
(1) Labials* The sounds /p,p »b,bv oome under th i s Category,' 
(2) Dentals The sounds / t , l r , d , d , s / are in th i s category,^ 
(5) Post-alveolar(retroflex)i The sounds / t , t ^ , a / have 
been grouped under th i s category,' 
(4) Plat all The only sound used as p la ta l in th i s study 
is A/' 
<5) Veltrt /k,Tc , g , ^ / are grouped Q» velar consonants." 
In order to describe the various features of a consonant, 
a binary notation has been used, i . e . , i f a consonant possesses 
a feature, i t has been marked by ••; otherwise, Tof •», The •place* 
feature has been described by numbering the consonants £0 1,2,3*4 
and 5 depending on the position of constriction, varying from 
front to back in the vocal t r a c t . The above classif icat ion msirks 
a dist inction of one consonant from the others as shown in Taiae I. 
G 
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•BTCB-mimmjLL SEI-PP HSD PROCEDURE 
The Btandard form of Hindi uses 52 oonsonsnts in 
which some are exclusively used in e i ther the i n i t i a l or 
the finca position of B. syl lable, There are, however, 28 
oonsonents, (except / f^#r , :^ ,n / )p ,p ,i),h^j t , - ^ , d , d ? | t.-tJ^jdj 
* i t ^^f ^l*^i *^»^» « » ^ t «»»» 3»3f» l .wj 8,^1 h / which are 
used in both i n i t i a l and final positions of syllables. Since 
we were interested, besides finding the perceptaal ones, in 
comparing the consonantal cues in i n i t i a l aPd final positions 
of syllable, we undertook the above 28 consonants occurring in 
both posit ions. 3?hese consonants were embedded idLth vowel /B/ to 
have 28 nonsense isolated OVO syllables hewing different i n i t i a l 
and final consonants, The nonsense syllables wei^ ta^en for 
the study because the i r identification would depend entir?^ on 
the «8oustio properties of the slsatfL and the l i s teners would 
not be able to use other informative cues l i ke oontesxt^ s i tuat ion, 
e tc , for the identifloation of the syl lable, fhe following 
nonsense syllables were usedi 
kat^, 3at^, rad^, gap^, hm, i ^ad j , pa j , dra;3, 
p^ag, ^ab^, d5at^, t a ^ , d«tt^^, nah, ^ a r , ^ a d , 
w ^ , dad^, saw, t^an, tab, l^ad, baJc, b^al , t ^ s T ^ , 
^ a t . mat, lap. 
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She aboT* nonsense isolated OVC syllables were 
pronoimoed In natural msnner before a Sony flyngpilo ndoro-' 
phone by a %ftll practiced male native speaker in a suitable 
studio tsxn was recorded on magnetio te^e using Sony fC 252 
tape recorder at a speed of 7^ per seoond. In order to 
select segments of speech sainplcs of any desired time length, 
a tone of iOtB%» was also recorded manually on the second 
Channel ofy recorder, 40-150 «s prior to the start of ee(Bh 
syllable,^ There mi^t be inherent problems in using a 
single speafcerf however, other researchers (Ohman, I966f 
Sharf and HtfBsyer, 1972| Sharf and Beiter, 1974| IiaWLvere 
et a l . t 1975-a| Ohde ^ d Sharf, 1977) have also done so in 
studies of investigating the perceptual contribution of 
acoustic cues under the assumption that i t i s not greatly 
affected by personal speaking manners.^  
Sonagrams of the syllables and thf tone were prepared 
with the help of 13ie Dual Ohannel Missiliser (attashment to 
Kay's Sonagraph, model 7029A) to find the position of the 
•tart of tone which i s used to trigger the electronic gating 
arrangement (described l a l ^ r ) for selecting or rejecting 
any portion of tiie syllabled 
It has been found that bu^t carries the heaviest 
perceptual load (Winits et a!, , 1972> laRlviere et el,", 1975-a) 
for the recognition of in i t ia l voiceless stopsi* Further, i t 
has been reported by Lisker and Abramson (1964) that the 
n 
ainjUBim aurntion of "bamt of Toio^leat stop* io of th« 
ora«» of 10 »» in BiBAi 3.f#ia(a0t« 11i«r«for«» i t wna 
AeeiAsA to flna Hm pore«ptual IOAA oazrici %gr 0iieotii«iv« 
10 m« fiofp«tts of sound ^m Hitif %»»»• oitliAV afiA«t toi!* 
thor to Itm^htn tlie stlnrali or doXotoA fsrom th« nylleiMo to 
sho]pt0n tho e(liiiali« 
^ 0 pyllftblee f^/oro aieneoteai ne^ontlpflty in 10 aw 
fitojpo (jpoforrea es etit»poittt« of lOp 20f 10 • • . « . . . . . « . • iw) 
tsetil thd vlholo syXlaMo «iaii oorajma, •'lie P^PBIOB obtrineft 
after oefraoRtption wtj?» otiookoa aptetrogrsr^tiiefiily nt 
neverpl etit-p*5i«t« (tiia* divlolon itoints) m9. weiro fow»a, 
on tlie aarntion nerfsuiwwntst to Is© within the i!«B«irpey of 
^ e Banpp^r<s^ ( ^ 4 an). Jt w>a Hlma oheokoft fior f«y 
g^ aftiblo or spoetro^iiisliio oliok in t^o f^ of^ sntsft f^ anplog* 
TJmR the rrrstod t^iplos of differont cvt^oints we?e reoor^oft 
on th© la^^etie t«pt» 9%m typmn of ^nteft smfilBa lioro 
l>r(vp«amA * OB« harlng tlio iHiginning nopion^ <W!t) atirmti 
flUd tlio oHior hitrinir tho oni soip«Bt« (IS) stiimilit in 
kooidng with mmm (19««) me Oitpt* t t id. (1973) who 
Ohflffaiitoritta tho stpuntoa MiipXot of W7 sntmVlM A* 
ie « i i Of « 
A sot of roprontntfttiTt aohMifttio wp^tr^memm of 
18 maia BS atinoli of iaitiail mA tlntH eoRsonAnto aro 
olM»WB in fi(« l« flio oonsoiiffft miAov aiaouiision in tho 
frieatiTo / r / wbioh io otiiflita in tht initial i«Bd final 
poaitiana in ^a OW a7lla1»Iaa /fal^/ ana /^af/ raapaatiiraly.' 
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In the follovdng we discuss the BS gspd ES stiimill in detail , ' 
beginning Segmenta (B3) Stimulii» I t i s clear from Hg^ 1 
that these stimuli are the l e f t hand side portions of the 
dissected syllables. The segment Includes more and more 
portion of the dissected syllable as the cut-points advance 
on the time scale. In the actual cpialysis, as stated ear l ier , 
the cut-points Increase in steps of 10 ms. However, the BS 
stimuli , for the i n i t i a l consonant, as in Rig, 1-a, are 
shovffi for the cut-points 50, 150, 240 and 320 ms suceeaslTelyj 
at 50 ms i t contains a short duration of fr icat ive noise, at 
150 gnd 240 ms cut-points "ttie duration of the noise content 
increases, and at 320 ms i t cgn he seen that i t includes the 
I n i t i a l vowel transi t ion as well. 
In Case of the BS stimuli of the final consonants 
i n i t i a l consonant and i t s transit ion to the vowel followed 
by the steady s ta te of the vowel are retained end the succe-
ssive cut-points are chosen progressively such that they 
contain the vowel transit ion to the consonant end the noise 
of the final consonant in increasing order (Pig. 1-b for 
•ttie fr icat ive /f/ In the syllable / pa f / ) . Thus In the 
BS stimuli of a consonant in e i ther posi t ion, the durations 
of stimuli increase progressively as the dissection point 
moves from le f t to r l ^ t with respect to the onset of the 
syl lable . 
End Segmentii (B3) Stimul^i- There are the r l ^ t hand side 
portions of segmented syllables for which increasing cut-point 
11 
vePL-ues, in steps of 10 ma, preserve l ess ajad l e s s par t 
of the syllables^ Ihus ES stlinuli of i n i t i a l oonsonajits 
retain the steady s ta te vowel eind the acoustic features 
of the final con s o n a t a . The durations of the stimuli 
are decreased by suppressing the asoustio features of the 
i n i t i a l consonants and i t s t ransi t ion to the vowel progre-
ssively (yig. t «c ) . 
BS stimuli of the final conson^ts contain only the vowel 
t r ^ s i t i o n s to the final consonants followed by the i r acoustic 
features, Thus i n i t i a l l y the vowel transit ion to the final 
consonant i s deleted and then i t s acoustic features are supp-
ressed successively as the cut-points are advanced on the 
time sosuLe (Hg, 1-d). Hence in the studies of the SS st imuli | 
the l e f t haPd side portion of the syllable ^ t h reference to 
a par t icular cut-point i s removed and the r i ^ t hand side 
portion i s subjected to l i s tening. In other words, associated 
wi-tti eaPh cut-point, there i s a complementary set of BS and 
BS stimuli of ei ther consonant. In either BS or ES st imuli , 
however, the steady-state vowel i s also added or delected 
in steps of 10 ms. 
The data obtained from the segmentation of the syllables 
consist of a n\mber of l i s t s eaPh containing ei ther BS or ES 
stimuli with respect to a par t icular cu"b-point and 78 l i s t s 
of e«cJh type of stimuli have been prepared. The samples of 
eaPh l i s t are rearmaged for a part icular cut-point In a 
random way and these l i s t s are r«-»r«corded in some arbitrary 
and non-sequential order. I»ater t h i s set of l i s t s (again 156 

12 
In number) i s presented to "ttie l i s teners for perception, 
11,3. Gating Arrangement 
A block diagram of gating arrangement to obtain 
segmented samples i s shown in Pig, 2, The signal of 10 
KH tone recorded on the second chahnel of the stereo tape 
z 
recorder-1 is amplified ^ d posit ively clipped to obtain 
a t rain of sharp pulses. The f i r s t pulse of this t ra in 
triggers the m^ual reset t r igger c i rcui t (MRTO), a fixed 
bias binary circui t (Fig, 5) , The MRTO flops over from 
one stable s ta te to another stable s ta te with a single 
pulse but does not react to the subsecpient pulses unless 
one of the collector i s raanually grounded to reset the 
c i r cu i t . The output of the MRTO i s , therefore, a s i n ^ e 
broad step pulse which, when subjected to differentiation, 
provides a single sharp pulse corresponding to the f i r s t 
cycle of the tone. This pulse i s u t i l i zed to t r igger the 
monostable multivibrator MMV-I (Pig, 4) which has an 
armagement for changing the duration of i t s output pulse 
in steps of 10 ms, in a discrete way with the help of a 
chain of low loss and h i ^ tolerance capacitors ranging 
from 0,01 Mf to 1,0 Mf in steps of 0,01 Mf, 
Switches SI and S2 (Pig. 2) are thrown to position -1 
and the output pulse of MMV-t i s fed to the transistorized 
gate (Pig.' 5) which opens for the duration of the pulse/ 
The signal ftom the f i r s t channel of tape recorder - 1 
passes t h r o u ^ the gate daring the period i t remains open 
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and the gate output i s recorded on tape recorder - 2,' 
Therefore, by varying the duration of the output pulse 
of MMV-li the sequent ia l segments of the sy l lab le in s teps 
*of 10 ms from the reference pulse • are recorded t i l l the 
complete sy l l ab le i s covered* The s t imuli thus recorded 
are the BS s t imul i . In other words the duration of BS 
s t imul i wi l l Vary progress ively as 10, 20, 30, 
* 100 200 
* ms t i l l the l a s t segnent of the aOoustic fea tures 
of the f ina l consonant i s included. 
To record the ES s t imu l i , switches S^ sind Sg (Kg , ' 2) 
are thrown to pos i t ion - 2 so t h a t the output pulse of fWHT-l 
i s subjected to d i f fe ren t i a t ion and then negative c l ipp ing 
to obtain a pos i t i ve sharp pulse delayed by a time equal to 
the pulse width of MMV-1, This i s used to t r i g g e r MMV-2, 
the other monostable mul t iv ib ra tor (P ig , 4 ) , venose output 
B 
may be varied m ^ u a l l y by chaning the capaci tor va lues . 
The r e q u i s i t e pulse width of MM7-.2 for aLl the sy l lab les 
i s i n i t i a l l y 1 sec , and i s decres^ed l a t e r as the duration 
of the deleted speech segments (ecpial to the pulse width 
of MM7*1) i s increased. However, care i s taken to adjust 
the pulse width of MM7-2 such tha t i t i s de f in i t e ly l a r g e r 
than the duration of the B5 s t imul i to be recorded. The 
gate action i s cont ro l led by the output pulse of MMy-2 in 
t ha t i t i s opened at the onset of the pulse and the speech 
s ignal passes on to tape recorder*? t i l l the gate i s closed 
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by the offset of the puls^. The recorded signal i s thus 
a truncated syl lable , ES stlnrali with a d e l e t e d heglmiing 
par t , determined by -ttie daratlon of the output pulse of 
MMV-1. 
Thus the complete se t of ES stimuli i s recorded by 
progressively shortening the duration of the s ^ p l e s in 
steps of 10 ms ( e . g . , 540t 530, . • . , 
180, 170, , 30, 20, 10 ms). 
Gatot- I t i s defined as a device that permits the output 
only \«,*ien twd or more input s ig ia ls are in coincidence. In 
present case i t allows to pass the audio signals (speech) 
•when actuated by a control signal (pulse from ei ther of the 
monostable mult i r ibrators) . Thus iSie gate output i s obtained 
only during the period the control signal i s present.^ 
The c i rcui t diagram of the gate (Mg. 5) consists 
essential ly of a DC amplifier which has gain of the order of 
0,5 in the 'on* condition aPd aP ideguL gain of zero in ' o f f 
condition. The aptual gain ra t io of *on* to 'off* conditions 
of the gate has, however, been found to be bet ter than 500 
to 1. This gating action i s accomplished by the t rans is tor 
T^ which is connected in shunt across the signal transmi-
ssion path. In general T- i s in saturated condition e(nd the 
collector to emitter impedance drops to a very low value.' 
Under th i s condition, T„ represents a v i r tual short c i r cu i t 
across the tracnemission path and the «ignal i s grounded 
t h r o u ^ i t , 80 thmt the l a t t e r does not reach the output 
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t rans is tor I*. The output of Tg* ^®^ control signal 
i s applied to i t , d r i v e s T- to cut-off and i t s col lector 
to emitter impedance i s raised hi0i enou^ to allow the 
signal (speech) to be transmitted to T^ for the time ecfusl 
to the duration of the control si0tiaL,' 
The Variable res i s to r of 15K in the collector c i rcui t 
of T« i s the so called 'pedestal nul l control ' <PNC),' The 
correct se t t ing of the PNC assumes that the DO voltage at 
the output will be the same for both the 'on* and the 'off* 
conditions of the gate c i r cu i t . This msJces certain that 
there i s no eiUdio cl ick in 13ie signal output of the gate,* 
The t rans is tor Tg i s used to provide the desired switching 
level by vir tue of i t s gain. 
Calibration of the gating Arrangementi- The cal ibrr t ion of 
gating i s done by placing a standard osci l la tor of 5KH^  in 
place of tape recorder-l ^ d scalar (electronic counter) in 
place of tape recordeiv2 (Fig. 2 ) . I t i s found that the 
system provides en aPcuracy of gating of a h l ^ order ( j i^), 
The l i s t s , containing stimuli in randomized and non 
-sequential order, were presented to 15 volunteer male 
subjects, native and educated, t h r o u ^ a loudspeaker in 
the fi-ee field of a pa r t i a l ly sound treated room. All the 
subjects were ftee from hearing defects and had a thorou^ 
background of the language in the form commonly used among 
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educated people. They were divided in three groups ahd 
eaPh group of p.re subjects l is tened to a l l the 156 l i s t s 
in ten different sessions at the ra te of two sessions eatsh 
day. Sufficient hreeJc was given between each session so 
that the subjects could relax, Care was taken that no 
subject from one group participated in another. Subjects 
were not given any practice or t ra ining to l i s t en to the 
stimuli of even short durations. However, a tape containing 
some saPiples of stimuli of short durations was played in 
the f i r s t session of eaoh group to familiarise the subjects 
with the task, Ihe subjects were given free choice to give 
any response (out of 28 consonants used) for ^ y sound, They 
were instructed to use a cross (X) for gn unreoo^iizable 
sound. They were asked to record the responses on a card sheet 
at the ra te of one sheet per l i s t in the usual Hindi ortho-
graphic form. Bach subject l is tened to a par t icular l i s t 
only once. Thus the to t e l number of responses per stimulus 
per cut^point was 15, 
^ ^ • 5 ; Analyses of Responses 
Listeners' responses, as obtained in the card sheets 
were processed end tabulated in the form of a 28 x 28 matrix 
for each cut-point. Bach matrix contained the responses 
for ei ther type of stimuli <BS/BS) in ei ther position 
( i n i t i a l / f i na l ) of a syllable (called matrix se t I ) , Thus, 
a to ta l of 156 matrices were obtained, Later, the consonstnts 
of in te res t , i » e . , stops end fricatives (17 in numbers), in 
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ei ther postion were selected ^ d the responses for eaoh 
consonant with respect to cut-point variations were recorded 
separately, for ei ther type of st imuli , in the form of new 
matrices ( to tc i nuraher • < 71x2x2), hereafter referred to as 
matrix se t I I . In Pigs, III-1 to I I I -8 and IV-1 to IV-4, 
the perceptual informations derived from matrix set I I are 
plot ted to show the variat ion of the percentage identif ica-
tions as a function of the time of segmentation in such a 
way that an instsoit contrast of the BS and E3 stimuli i s 
readily availahle. The variotis curves in the figures have 
been explained in the figure caption in de ta i l . Situations, 
wherever two or more identification curves superimpose upon 
each other, have been pointed out for c la r i ty . In the oase 
of superimposition of correct and place curves l ibe r ty has 
been taJcen to show only the bold faced variations (correc t ) / 
Further, a bar representing the durations of the acoustic 
events for each consonant has also been shov« between the 
two types of curves. 
The time interval between tones (a reference point 
for electronic gating) gjid onsets of syllables varies from 
one syllable to another* Therefore, onsets and offsets of 
second forraant t rans i t ion, in the figures and the tables , 
have been considered as the new aero points in the time 
scales for the i n i t i a l and "ttie final consonants respeotivelyr 
The points of segmentation (cut-points) on the le f t of the 
new sero are considered as negative whereas those on the 
r i ^ t ara taken as posi t ive. 
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^ ig .6 . Wide t)ajid speetTogrm of (a) /\m/ M aspiration 
noise of /g^/ after overlomding the Sonagrfigpli, J 
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^^•6. Measurementa of Daratlon of Acoustlo Features 
To measure the durations of acoustic features (bursts, 
vovel t ransi t ions , gaps, aspiration noise, e tc , ' ) , the sound 
spectrograms of a l l utterances were prepared, using a Key 
Electr ic Sonagraph, on a magnified ^ a l e in the range of 
160 H «. 16KH (normal scale) , A representative spectrogram 
of syllable /ta&^/ has been sho^^ in Pig,' 6, The time scale 
was found to be 4,18 ms per m.m, and hence each measurement 
was rounded to the nearest 5 ms as a reasonable estimate of 
attainable posit ion. The ver t ica l l ines in 13ie Figure indicate 
the onset and/or offset of the acoustic feature. A horizontal 
l ine at the level of steady-stats of second formemt has also 
been drawn. 
The procedure for acoustic measurements were pa r t i a l ly 
based on the work of by Peterson and Lehiste (I960) oPd Ohmgn 
(1965), and are detailed belowi 
BuTHtt- The onset of burst ei ther in i n i t i a l or in final 
positions of the (WO syllables i s marked by fixing the point 
vAiere the pattern shows tfi abwipt ch^ge in the over a l l 
spectrum. In unaspirated i n i t i a l stops, the offset of the 
burst has been noted as soon as regular ^ o t t a l pulsing 
s t a r t s . In aspirated I n i t i a l stops, the burst from aspira-
tion noise could be separated either by the higji fre<5(u«ncy 
noise (observed generally in retrofl«3c and dental sounds) 
or by a brief period of silence before the onset of aspiration 
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noise. The offset of the burst In final ttnasplrated stops 
oouia he found easily hy observing the absence of the 
SiOoustio energy in -ttie speotrograinfl* In the f inal posi t ions, 
i t was found diff icul t to separate burst from the aspiration 
noise and hence burst plus aspiration noise were taken to -
gether and were teaaed *aPplratlon noise*, 'She duration AB 
for the bwfst of / t / in i n i t i a l position of CVC syllable 
/ t a g / has bden shown in Figs, 6-a, 
Aspiration Noiset- 5?he aspiration noise, in aspirated stops 
i s generally observed at the freejuenoies near the second 
formamt transit ion and has got i r regular vert ical s t r i a t i ons / 
5?he offset of the burst aots as the onset of the noise. 27he 
offset of the noise in i n i t i a l stops was marked by observing 
"ttie s t a r t of the regular ^ o t t a l pulsing at or above the 
second formant trsJislt ion, The Intensi-ty of the aspiration 
noise i s (juite small when &i aspirated stop i s used in the 
final position of a syl lable. Thus t o measmre the duration 
of aspiration noise for final aspirated stops, a vide bfOid 
spectrogrgfla of BS stimuli of these stops (having a point of 
segmentation somewhere during the gagp) was prepared after 
overloading the sonagraph, A spectrogrgjn, for the duration 
of aspiration noise in /g^ / from syllable / t a ^ / , has been 
shown in Fig, 6-.b.Points P in Figp. 6-a and 6-b, the points 
of offiiet of gap and onset of noise respectively, are the 
same. The offset of noise waP noted by observing the cessa-
tion of energy at ©r above the second formant. FO (Gig.6-.b5 
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denotes the duration of aspiration noise.^ 
gganaitionw The onset of t ransi t ion for in i t iga oonsonantB 
and offset of t ransi t ion for finaX consonants are noted ei ther 
by the s t a r t or end of regular ^o t te i l pulsing at or al>0Te the 
second fozoiant t ransi t ion. The tezminations of second fonnant 
of steady-state vowel are observed by noting the two ertreme 
points , on the wide band speotrogrsm» th rou^ ^ i o h the 
second formant i s para l le l to the time efKist a horiKontal 
l ine th rou^ these points indicates the frequency of the 
second formant of the rowel /a/« The movement of the second 
fojsnant t ransi t ion i s sho^MH by drawing a l ine curve from i t s 
onset or offset to the steady-state level throu^^ i t s centre.'^ 
The durations of the second formant t ransi t ions of i n i t i a l and 
f inal consonants are iS^ovm by BC and 3XE re«pectively(lig."6-a)i? 
Gggj^ This duration i s maiSced spectrographioally by almost 
the to ta l absence of energy in the fre(juenoy range of the 
second formant or beyond. If the stop i s voiced, i t will 
have ^ o t t a l pulsing (VB), not necessarily throu^out the 
occlusion period. The duration of gsp for i n i t i a l stops 
could only be measured for voiced stops,^ In the case of 
f inal stops, the time duration between offset of second or 
h i ^ e r foimant t ransi t ion and onset of burst /or aspiration 
noise has been treated em gep duration, sho>^ as B? in 
Fig. e-a.^ 
griofltive Hoiset- The offset (onset) of f r icat ive noise in 
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in i t ia l (final) position of syllabi* Is fotmd "by observing 
the onset (offset) of the second fowifint transition and the 
other terminal point of frio^onal noise by locating the 
points on the time scale v^ere the acoustic energy of rendom 
noise i s observed to start (cease) abore -Qie second forraant 
in a vide band speotrogrem,^ 
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OHlPgEtUIII 
STOP GONSONiOTTS IN HINDI 
Seotlon^III.1 
Research in speech perception, in generalt hcss "been 
concemed mainly vdth the determination of the relevant 
acoustic cues necessary for the identification of sounds 
present in a language. Several investigators have examined 
the roles played by acoustic cues in the perception of 
consonants of various categories occupying different posi** 
tions in a syllable (CV, VO, VCV, e t c . ) , ' 
The stop consonsflnts in i n i t i a l position of sjrllables 
preceding a vowel are cued by various acoustic at tr ibutes 
such as frequency of bursts (Cooper et a l , , 1952), onset 
frequency (lociwi) of forment transi t ion (Delattre e t al , ' , 
1955), e tc . 
Cooper et a l , (1952) conducted gin experiment to eva-
luate the role of synthetic burst at specific frequencies 
placed before synthetic vowels to distinguish anong / p , t , k / 7 
Their resul ts show that the frequency position of burst«»^lus 
"steady^itate vowel could serve as a cue. , though not 
necessarily as a completely sufficient one, for the ident i -
fication of / p , t , k / . 
Cole and Scott (1974), in an experiment with natural 
CV sounds (using stops / p , t , k , b , d , g / before vowels / i , a , u / ) 
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fotmd that the energy speotrum which epoompenies the 
noise portion-tmrst (jlllease plus aspiration) of a stop 
consonant in in i t ia l position of a syllable contains 
invariant peroeptual information,' 
Earlier, Harris (1955) oonauoted a tape i^lioing 
experiment to test ttoe perceptual inrarifpace of Tmrst, on 
the l ines adapted later by Oole and Scott/ *he results 
indicate that noise energy of i n i t i e l stops /p , t ,k ,b ,d ,g / 
i s sufficient to identify ihmi^ 
Winita et a l , , (1972) gated out bursts of /p , t ,k / from 
conversational speech before or after the rowels / i ,atU/ 
and presented them to the l isteners for identification. They 
found that the consonant could be well identified by burst 
alone, Itir13ier, they found that the accuracy of identification 
was enhanced %dien burst was wl-tti 100 ms of the adjaoemt vowel^ 
They also found that burst of in i t ia l stop i s a better pei»-
ceptufil cue than that of final ones J 
Iiibexman et al.» (1954) using synthetic speech found that 
direction and degree of second forraeoit transition i s a suffi-
cient cue to dlstinguisli «gnong the stop consonants of %e 
different plaPes of articulation. Purifier, they al«o found 
that rising f irs t formtfit i s a c lass marker cue for roioed 
stops whereas in roioeless stops i t should be straii^t? 
SaPiTlere e t al.« (l975-a) and ^de and Sharf (1977) 
performed experiments with natural stops to evaluate the 
relative importance of burst (aperiodic portion of CT sounds) 
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gnd the vowel t rapsi t lons in i n i t i a l position of 07 syl lables t 
They fotwia that burst carr ies the heaviest perceptual load 
for the identification of voiceless stops.' They also observed 
that Hie vowl trsngi1;ion or vowel t r ^ s i t i c n pltis steady 
- s t a t e vowel i s insufficient to identify voiceless stops," 
Theyhflhr observed that the burst of the i n i t i a l stops carr ies 
sufficient information for "tiie identification of vowels,'' 
Sharf and Heraeyer (1972) and Sharf gnd Belter (1974) 
made studies to determine the ia»portance of 01 and VO formsint 
t ransi t ions (vowel t ransi t ion • steaay-state vowel or steady 
- s t a t e vowel • vowel t r ^ s i t i o n ) in the identification of the 
plaoe of articulation of eonsonantsj They observed that the 
niaiaber of correct identifications wais considerably greater 
than their chance level for a l l sotmds except the voiceless 
ones from 07 t rans i t ions , further they foxmd -Kiat the per-
ceptual information carried by TO formant t ransi t ion i s bet ter 
than that carried by the 07 t ransi t ion, To explain th is Sharf 
and Hemeyer hypotheslgsed that the elimination of noise from 
the CV syllables reduced the spen of artloulatoiy movements 
in 07 formant transit ion so that i t was less sufficient than 
the 70 formant transit ion for consonant identif icat ion. To 
t e s t t h i s hypothesis, Sharf ^ d Belter (1974) played 07 gmd 
70 t ransi t ion stimuli in forward and backward directions ^ d 
found that there i s a significant improvement in correct 
identif ications of 07 stlraall in baokward play over the forward 
one. These findings do not support the hypothesis but scppear 
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to indicate that the American English l i s teners have a 
perceptual bias for t r ^ s i t l o n direction in identifying 
consonantsI the l i s teners seem to prefer those transit ions 
vdilch lead to the consonant rather thm ones moving away 
from the consonant, 
jinother explanation for VC transi t ions being bet ter 
perceptual cue thgin CT transit ions was given by ?ols amd 
Schout«i (1978). These authors suggested that the lower 
score for CV trsmsitlons could very well be due to ^ 
Interfering »cllclc sensation* caused by &x abrupt beginning 
(after removal of burst) of these t rans i t ions . They performed 
ein eacperiment in v*iich abrupt onset (OV t r ^ s l t i o n s ) or 
offset (va trsinsition) of these transi t ions were eliminated 
by replacing the deleted portions (bursts) of consonants with 
white noise ^ d found that the recognition of i n i t i a l voice-
less stops i s improved whereas the recognition of the i n i t i a l , 
voiced and final stops (in VC-transitions) ranains unaffected? 
They further observed that the addition of white noise in 
place of burst (of i n i t i a l voiceless stops) caWsed the new 
stimuli to sound more natural . 
Aniswrth (1968) during the study of synthetic speech 
csnd Pisher-Jfrgensen (1972) in natural speech found that 
presence of noise during the interval between s t a r t of explo-
sion sind onset of regular voicing i s importept for i n i t i a l 
voiceless stops ejid absence of noise rather than the voicing 
of the f i r s t formajit (Liberman et a l . , 1958) i s sufficient 
2V> 
to distlngulsb the voiced categoiy of stops from voiceless 
ones* Purthert Pisohei>-J(^rgensen noted that only lack of 
noise i s insufficient for reoo^iition of voiced stops 
/b,d,g/« th i s also needs the presence of explosion smd/or 
vovrel t ransi t ion, 
Dorman et a l . , (1976) made em evaluation regarding 
the ro le of hurst aPd vocalic trcffisition in recognition of 
i n i t i a l voiced stops /^td.,e/ f^ om consonajit-vowel-consonant 
( /d/ ) syllable using a number of vowels. !i?hey found that 
there i s a tendency towards the reciprocal perceptual per*-
formances of hurst and t rans i t ion, i . e . , the perceptual 
^ i g h t of one i s more and that of the other is less . ' 
Grimm (1966), in ah eKperiment of tape cutting on the 
perception of CV syllables haP shown tha t the perception 
of 07 syllahle does not depend uni(juely upon m7 of the succe-
ssive events of the syllablei rather, eaoh syllable should 
he evaluated separately in terms of acoustic events tha t 
enhance or detract i t s in te l l ig ih i l i - ty . He also en^haSized 
that no rule could he established to show that any individual 
acoustic event associated with different stop consonants 
contrihutid uniformly to t he i r perception, 
The perceptual ones discussed above (^o not descriht 
the phenomenon of retroflexion, a very significant feature 
of Hindi language, Retroflex stops (not present in most 
of other natural languages) in Hindi are both voiced and 
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voiceless, th© two categories being ei ther imaspirated 
or aspirated. They are produced by curling and placing 
the tongue t i p bg^k in a position posterior to the alveolar 
ridge. The acoustic study of these stops shows a peculiar 
behaviour over the other in that the steady-state level of the 
third formant of the following vowel i s lowered end second 
and third formsotit t ransit ions have "ttie same locus (RejnaPubra-
manayan and Thosar, 1971). Stevens and Biumstein (1975) made 
a study of the synthesized voiceless unaspirated retroflex 
stop / V in the syllable i n i t i a l posit ion. Their resul ts 
indicate that retroflex m not identified correctly unless 
the two cues, burst and vocalio t ransi t ion are perceived 
together.' 
Next we take the case of stops in syllable-final posi-
t ion, Falle s t a l . (1975), in a study of natural English, 
gated out release burst of f inal stop consonants / p , t , k , b , 
d,g/ from OVC syllables and exposed to the l i s t eners , the 
trucated syllables containing the t ransi t ional cue alone 
for the identification of these f inal stops.' Their r esu l t s , 
in Case the preceding vowel i s /&/, indicated thnt the burst 
i s most necessary cue in identifying velar stops whereas i t 
has l i t t l e gi^iificance in the identification of dental stopst 
however, the role played by burst in recognising lab ia l stops 
i s of epa intermediary nature. Further, they isolated the 
f i r s t 20 ms of the final release burst to evaluate i t s impoxv 
tance for the identification of voiceless stops / p , t , k / and 
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found, with a certain amoimt of t raining to the l i s t ene r s , 
that t h i s isolated segment could he sufficient to recognise 
them. 
The relat ive importance of hursts and vocalic transi t ions 
of stop consonants in syllable-final position h ^ heen tested 
in several studies (MaLecot, 1958t Wsing, t959 sind Malecot 
and Iiindheimer, 1966) by presenting a set of conflicting cues 
( i . e . , t ransit ion of one consonant gnd the burst of another 
are spliced together) to the l i s t ene r s . I t was found that 
burst cues prevailed upon the t ransi t ional cues," I t was also 
established that VO t ransi t ion i s a sufficient cue for voiced 
stops. Further an improvement in the perception levels of 
these consonjsits was observed 'v^en both transit ion and burst 
were perceived together, 
Pischer-J^rgensen (1972) made a study of unreleased 
Danish stop conson^ts /b ,d ,g / in syllable-final in different 
vowel environments ( / l , a , u / ) using 70 and 070 syllalfl.es end 
concluded that they are bet ter identified when the t ransi t ions 
are extensive. This conclusion i s further supported by 
Halle e t a l , (1957) and Wang (1959) \^o mentioned that an 
extensive transit ion rather than smaller one could be more 
significant for the perception of final stops in English 
languai*, 
Agrawal (1970), in a study of recognition of Hindi stop 
consonants form VCV syllables, fownd that gap aS such does 
not play any r o l t , but i t enhances the identification of stops 
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when included ei ther with vowel treipsition or \*iiai hurst,^ 
However gap (containing VB-voioing cue) i s fcnind to "be 
more important for voiced stop consonsints than for the 
voiceless ones.^ 
Thus -ttiere has "been oonsiderahle research effort 
explicit^ directed towards the a/termination of acoustic 
cues for the perception of consonants, A survey of the 
l i t e r a tu re shovrs that the outcomes of different experiments, 
regarding the perceptual contribution of acoustic cues, are 
diverse in nature. OJherefore, i t was aimed to investigate 
the role played by the 10 ms segments of "the sounds in Sdm 
the percpption of stops sy l lab le- in i t ia l and final positions 
in Hindi language, Prom this study the roles played by 
different aeoustic cues in the perception of stops in CVC 
syllable were derived a?td were compared in the two positions J 
The language, Hindi has en special i ty in that i t has sounds 
of additional place of articulation (retroflex) not available 
in many other languages of the world. I t also consists of 
aspirated stop sounds occurring at different positions in 
a syl lable . The r e su l t s , discussions end conclusions drawn 
from the study of in i t ia l '^and final stops have been reported 
in sections 2 and 3 respectively, k comparative discussion 
of acotistic cues regarding the i r perceptual contributions 
in the two different positions follows in section 4 of 
th is chapter. 
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Seotion'-III.g 
St0T>s m Syllflble-Inltlfll 
Past studies regarding the contrilnitioii of different 
aPoustic at tr ibutes as cues for the identification of i n i t i a l 
stops are marked with a considerable degree of variations 
and contrasts . Some experiments show importance of hurst 
over t ransi t ioni some demonstrate the reciprocal performance 
of the two cuesf ^ i l e others suggest that eaoh syllabi© 
should be ev'aluated separately in terras of the i r aOoustic 
events, i . e . , the occurrence of similar acoustic events does 
not identify a l l the consonants in the same way. Somevftat 
recently Stevens and Blianstein (1975), in the i r study of 
synthetic retcofleac stop / t / subjected to the perception by 
Hindi knowing IndiaP l is teners established that integration 
of burst with vocalio treo^sition ( transi t ion • steady-state, 
vowel) i s necessary for retroflexion. Earlier* Gupta et a l . , 
(1973) studied the unaspirated stops ^ d affricates in 
natural vowel-consonan1>-vowel (TOT) Hindi syl lables. Their 
resu l t s show a marked contrast with the woik of liberman 
et aa.' (1958) in that the gap (VB) rather than the f i r s t 
* 
formant t ransi t ion plays an important role in voicing ident i -
fication of stops. IThey jEUrther established that burst does 
not play a part in the perception of / t / which i s contradic-
ted by the study of Stevens and Blumstein. These studies, 
thus, speak of their limited dimensions and contrasting natures;' 
TABIE I I I - I , Durations (ms) of aPoustic features of i t i i t i a l 
stop consosontns In 010 syl lable. 
Stop Con Aoqugt^o fgaturgs 
sonant Gap/Voice bar Burst Aspiration Second foima-
noise n t t ransi t ion 
p 
t 
t 
« 
k 
b 
d 
d 
g 
p" 
t " 
• 
i*^ 
•b^ 
d^ ^ 
8^ 
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-
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120 
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120 
-
-
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. » # 
115 
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05 
10 
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05 
10 
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« 
-
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. « # 
20 
50 
• # * 
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• The aotuaX durations of burst in / t / and / t / were found 
to be 12 m» end 8 n» respectively. They were taken 10 
me v*ien meajsurements were rounded off around 5 nw. 
Except the durations of buret of /p, t , -^,k/ , other 
rements have been given after rounding off the data, 
• • No voice bar in / d V aPd trajieitione in /t?*/ and/bV ^ r « 
observed. 
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111-2,1. Rsflul^ 
Spectrographlo measurements of the duration of "ttie 
aPoustic features have "been made sJid presented In Tahle- I I I - l , 
A study of the table reveals that the duration of the velar 
burst i s greater than that of the r e s t , Further, the average 
duration of the vowel transit ion for voiced stops (50 ms) 
i s substantially larger thsm that of the voiceless stops 
« 
(34 ms). I t also shows that the labia l has minimum t rans i -
tion duration whereas the velar has maximum. These ohservar-
tions regarding the transi t ion are in good agreemtnt with 
the oheervations made by Lehiste and Peterson (1961) for 
stops preceding the vowel / a / . 
To deal with the perceptual r esu l t s , the 15 stop conso-
nsnts have heen grouped into four categories, namely, ( i ) 
voiceless unaSpirated ( i i ) voiced ung^pirated ( i i i ) voiceless 
aspirated and (Iv) voiced aspirated, The resul ts comprising 
of correct as well as the features Identification for each 
Category have heen discussed separately, Ttie precentage 
identification for BS end ES stimuli , with time segments, 
have been shown in Figs,III-1 to 1II-4, These figures also 
show liie percentage identification of BS stimuli after the 
addition of the steady-state vowel send the final consongflit 
to the i n i t i a l ones (not to the scale) , 
1X1-2,1,1. Voiceless TTnaSpirated Stops, / p , t , i | , k / (Pigg.III-l ,'a 
t9 n i - t . g ) 
Correctt- The IS stimuli response shows that iStie recognition 
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of voiceless una^plrated stops "by the i r bursts are 93)f> 
for / t / , 87^ for / p / , 13f> for A / i and^poor 6)6 for /y. 
An addition of 10-20 ms of the t rans i t ions , from the i r onsets, 
to the bursts enhances the identif ication and also Improves 
the quality of the signalst sotinds ecppear to be more natural* 
The tetroflex /^ could not be sufficiently recognised 
unless the two cues, buret and to t a l vowel t ransi t ioh, are 
perceived together (Pig, I l l - I . e , BS-oorrect), 
I t i s observed from ES stimuli curves that on the 
delection of burst from the original syl lables , the recog-
nition levels of / p , t , k / are not affected whereas that of 
/%/ drops subst^antially to 40^ showing that the vocalic 
transit ion i s insufficient for the recognition of / t / , in 
good agreement with the ol^ervation of Stevens and Blnmsteln 
(1975). 
Further, when the terminating part of transit ion i s 
removed in addition to the burst , the velar loses i t s 
recognition v^ereasi / p / and / t / remain identif ied, The / t / 
i s found to be perceived 50J6 correctly even i f only 10 me 
of the end part of vocalic t ransi t ion i s l e f t in tact with 
the reaaining part of the syl lable, This response of / t / 
ceaPes when the voviel t ransi t ion i s removed completely. 
The sound / p / , however^ shows a peculiar behgsviour, aff i s 
obvious f^ow P'$' i^I- i, 23. (ES-correot), in that even after 
the deletion of the to ta l t rans i t ion, i t i s identified 
fa i r ly (405iS), This behaviotir could be due to the abrupt 
s t a r t of the vowel. I t could alio be inferred from the 
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recognljblsibillty of / p / atnd / t / that the perceptual cues 
do not only reside inpermtnating part of t ransi t ion "but are 
dlstrllmted throughout the t ransi t ion region, 
glaOet«- The place feature of / p , t , k / could he Identified 
e i ther by burst (BS stimuli) or by vocalic transit ion (ES 
s t imul i ) . The place Identifioatlon of retrofleoc needs the 
two acoustic cues, burst and vowel traaisition, together. 
I t can be seen from the Pigs. I I I -1 , a to I I I -1 ,d that the 
identification of place feature follows the same trend as 
correct identif ication does, 
YsdsJsBSL" J^^ e voicing manner, In the present work has been 
dis t inct ly described as ( i ) simply •voicing' for the voiced 
sounds and (11) as *voicelessness*, defining,the level of 
voicelessness in voiceless stoi«,' 
I t i s found that the voicaLessneas of / p , t , k / could be 
identified again either by burst or by vocalic trsmsitlon. 
I t i s observed from Pig, I II-1,o (BS-voicelessness) that'^th© 
voicelessness of / t / i s perceived 100J^ (confusion with / t / ) 
\^«n approximately half of the beginning part of the t r ans i -
tion i s added to i t s burst viiereas the place feature does not 
at tain the same level of identification even after adding the 
to ta l duration of t r ^ s i t i o n to the burst . I t shows that 
only onset frecjuency (terminating par t ) of transit ion preceded 
by the burst i s not enou^i for the place idantiflcation of 
/ t / l ra ther , extensive t ransi t ion i s needed. In other words 
the duration of t ransi t ion plays an important role for 
retroflexion. 
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"From Pig, I I I - l . o (ES-voloelessness), i t i s observed 
that on deletion of burst, the voicelessness of retroflex 
remains strongly identified (87A confusion with / t / and 
/ p / ) and diminishes gradually on the removal of sticeessive 
segments of vowel t rapsi t ion. 
In Case of velar (Pig, I I I -1 ,d , ES-voioelessness), the 
removal of the beginning pairt of the t ransi t ion in addition 
to the burst drives the plsce feature identification to 
disappear, whereas the voiceleesness i s 87^ identified 
(confusion with / t / and / p / ) and decreases as the duration 
of deleted transi t ion i s increased, This resu l t i s in agree-
ment with the confusion pattern reported by Halle et a l . 
(1957) in the identification of velar stops by vocalic t r ans i -
t ion, 
I I I -2 .1 .2 , Voiced tJnaspirated Stops, / b , d , ^ , g / (P igs , l I I -2 .a to 
Correct I- BS stimuli curves show that the voice bar (VB) 
plus burst plus (20 ms) terminating t ransi t ion firom the i r 
onsets gives r i se to more than 80^ recognition of / d / and 
/ d / , 33^ for / b / and scarcely 6^ for / g / . By adding the 
remaining part of the vowel transi t ion to the above st imuli , 
there i s hardly any improvement in identification ot / b / but 
that of /g/ r i ses to 33) .^ Further, on addition of the steady 
vowel, "ttie recognition scores of / b / ajad / g / r i se to lOC^ 
a?id 87^ respectively. 
From the BS stimuli curves, one finds idiat the VB i s 
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an essential and significant cue, unlike in English, for 
correct identification of voiced stops, as the deletion of 
TB cajises the recognition scores to drop dovna to 20-305^ 
approximately. I t i s further observed that the contribution 
of vocalic t ransi t ion towards correct identification i s of 
the order of 205 ,^ 
Placet^ BS stimuli curves show that the addition of termi-
nating t ransi t ion (20 ms from i t s onset) to the VB plus burst 
raises the place identification of / b / , / d / ^ d / d / to 87% 
or more. This shows that the beginning part of vowel t r ans i -
tion i s a strong place cue for labial# dental and retrofleoc 
stops. However, in case of velar /g/ there i s pract ical ly 
no need of the terminating t ransi t ion as VB • burst leads to 
93^ plaoe perception (W.g, I I I -2 ,d , BS-place), 
!3?he deletion of VB does not affect liie place perception, 
but, in addition, vdien burst i s also removed, the velar loses 
i t s place v^ereas the others remain unaffected. Thus i t may 
be inferred that burst i s a strong place cue for / g / . The 
velar / g / confuses with the voiceless dental stop / t / for the 
stimuli containing only vocalio transit ion sfi cue which supports 
the work of Halle et al# (1957). The reason that the vooalie 
t ransi t ion of / g / unlike those of others, does not contribute 
to i t s plepe of articulation may be due to the longer duration 
of i t s burst. This par t icular burst could contain the termi-
nating transi t ion (may be voiceless), a v i t a l place cue, ^^ich 
i s thus removed along with the burst , A representative con-
fusion matrix of / g / for BS and ES stimuli of different cut 
lABIB n i - 2 . Confusion matrix of BS and ES stimuli at 
different cut-points of i n i t i a l voiced stop 
consonant / g / in syllable /gap / . 
Cut 
-ipoints 
Responses of stimuli 
BS ES 
(ms) / g / A / Others / g / A / / t / Others 
• -160 
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4 
4 
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4 
4 
4 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
11 
12 
8 2 
10 
4 
1 
2 
oont^Ti I 
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Cut 
-pointa 
Hesponses of stimuli 
BS ES 
(ras) / « / A / Others / g / A / / V Others 
• 90 
•100 
•110 
•120 
•130 
•140 
•150 
•160 
•170 
# # • 1 8 0 
•190 
•200 
•210 
•220 
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3 
3 
2 
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1 
1 
1 
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• • Burst onset 
• • • Vowel transition onset 
# Steady vowel onset 
# # Steady vowel t f fset 
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-points Is presented in Table I I I - 2 , 5?he responses 
'others* sho^ wn In th is Tahle are infrecfuent end incon-
s i s ten t confusion of / g / . 
After deletion of approximately one fourth of the 
beginning part of vowel t ransi t ion along with VB and hurst , 
the place identification for / b / i s l o s t . However, / d / and 
/ d / stand identified to Sip and 80)^  respectively and drop 
smoothly to a considerably low value by removing off approxi-
mately half of the beginning part of the transit ion meaning 
thereby that the distribution of thei r plaOe cues a» compared 
to that of / b / extends to a longer interval of time during 
the vowel t ransi t ion, 
Voiolngt- The nature of voicing identification Is similar 
to that of the correct ident i f icat ion. The response of 
voicing identification shows that the stimuli containing 7B 
pjttliis burst plus vowel t ransi t ion <Pigs, I1I-2, BS-volclng) 
give r i se to lOOj^  Identification in / d / , 87?^  in / d / , 40jf> in 
A/# and 33^ in /g/» The voicing identification of lab ia l 
and velar attains a maximum (100^ in / b / , 87j^  in / g / ) v*ien 
the steady vowel i s added to the stimuli containing vowel 
t ransi t ion preceded by burst and VB, 
On deletion of VB fcom the original syl lables , the 
voicing identification drops to a low 30% approximately. 
The removal of burst in addition to the VB does not affect 
the Yoioing with the exception of / g / vghere i t drops from 
27^ to T;^, Thus the contribution of vocalic transit ion to 
lOOr 
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over eaoh oth'?r. 
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the voicing identification i s of the order of 25^ *^ , 
The perception of voicing d e a r l y reveals that the VB 
i s at necessary end important, yet not a sufficient, cue 
for voicing identification of i n i t i a l voiced unaPpiratwd 
stops, 
i n - 2 , 1 . 3 , YolceleBS Aspirated Stops, /p^ , t^ , t ^ ,k^ / (Pigs. 
Correctt- I t i s found that burst alone does not contribute 
at a l l to the recognition of / p ^ , t ^ , t V whereas 93^ iden t i f i -
Cation i s achieved in /k / , On addition of approximately heif 
of the he^nning part of aspiration noise to the hurst , the 
recognition for l ab i a l , dental eiPd retroflex reaches BOf> or 
more, 2?h© recognition i s further enhanced vdien to ta l aspira-
tion noise preceded hy hurst i s l is tened. 
On deletion of burst, correct identification of /p , t , 
k^/ remains unaltered (as in the Case of their-sunaSpirated 
cognates) hut tha t of retroflex /^/ drops to 6o)ft (? ig, ' I I I -3.e , 
BS-correot) and i t s recognition drops by another 50^ by 
removing the next 10 ms of the beginning part of the noisej* 
I t ranains unaltered t i l l the l a s t 30 ms of the aspiration 
noise i s intapt and vanishes gradually with the deletion of 
the l a t t e r , The labia l loses i t s identification yb.&a. half 
of the aspiration noise from i t s onset along with burst i s 
removed from the CVC syllable. In case of / t / and A /» 
even the l a s t 10-20 ms of aspiration noise followed by vocalic 
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t ransi t ion (and final consonant) Is responsible for 
recognition eq[UaL to or more than 60J^  and ceases only 
after removing the noise completely* 
Placets fhiB feature of A ^ / i s seen to be Identified 
ei ther by burst or by aspiration noise plus vocalic trsinsi-
tlon (plus f inal consonant) v^ereas in /p / and / t / aspira-
tion noise i s essential for the i r place ident i f icat ions. In 
Case of retroflex / t / , the presence of burst cue, in addition 
to the aspiration noise, i s necessaiy for en tmambiguous 
place identif icat ion. The aspiration noise with vocalic 
t r ^ s i t i o n i s responsible for 6oj25 plaoe identification of 
the retroflex ^ d , on tlie l ines of the correct scores, i t 
drops to 33% on a further reaoval of ev€fn 10 ms of aspiration 
noise from i t s onset (51g. I1I-3.0, 3S-.plaoe)« !fhe ES stimuli 
responses of / 1 ^ / and A^/ show that the plaPe cue i s d i s t r i -
buted over the i r to ta l noise duration v^ereas in l ab ia l , i t 
i s contained in the f i r s t half of the noise. I n t e r e s t i n^y , 
the place feature of A V i« Identified 87>l? (Fig. I I I -3 ,d , 
BS-plaoe) even on the removal of the burst sflQd \<hole of the 
x. x. 
aspiration noise from -Hie syllabi© A a*s/» «^3^ « A / shows 
confusion w5.th A/» ^ « place identification of A / •anishes, 
however, vften a further 10 ms of the i n i t i a l par t of the 
vooalio transit ion i s also removed^* 
Voioingi-' The voicelessness identif ication of these stops 
i s similar to the i r place identifioatlon wi'tti the exception of 
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5JABI.E III-3* Confusion matrix of BS aPd ES stimuli at different 
out-poin±3 of i n i t i a l voiceless aspirated stop conso-
nants / tf / in syllaTJle /f^ad/. 
Cut 
-po in t s 
(ms) 
• -120 
• • -110 
-100 
- 90 
- 80 
- 70 
- 60 
- 50 
- 40 
- 30 
- 20 
- 10 
*#* . 0 
• 10 
# • 20 
/f/ 
1 
7 
10 
11 
12 
15 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
BS 
h/ 
3 
3 
1 
Others 
1 
1 
1 
Responses of 1 
/^f /^/ 
14 
9 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
6 
5 
5 
3 
2 
4 
5 
6 
5 
3 
4 
3 
6 
4 
1 
3 
1 
gtiffluli 
ES 
AV 
1 
3 
2 
3 
6 
5 
4 
1 
1 
3 
3 
/PV 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
/ k / Others 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
# Burst onset 
•* Aspiration noise onset 
• • • Vowel t ransi t ion onset 
# Vowel transit ion offset 
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other in the beginning. 
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the retroflex / t ^ / (for ES stimuli only), ES stimuli 
curves (plaPe aPd voioelessness) of f\/ (Pig* III-.3,o) 
show that the deletion of the hurst ftom the original 
syllable /y^ad/ i s responsible for a drop in the ident i -
fication of place of articulation but the voioelessness 
remains identified 93)? as i t shows confusion with / t r / 
a?id / k r / , The curve of voicelessness identification of 
/ \ / reveals that th is feature i s identified to 40^ even 
after cutting off the to ta l noise along with the burst . 
I t may be inferred that th i s 40^ identif ication i s cont-
ained in the f i r s t 10 ms of the beginning part of the 
vocalic transit ion a^  the identification vanishes with 
the removal of the l a t t e r , A representative confusion 
matrix of / Y ^ / at the different out-points has been pre-
sented in Table I I I - 3 . 
Aspirntioni- IThe aspiration feature in velar i s identified 
93)^  by burst alone whereas in other stops, the same level 
of identification recjuires, in addition, approximately the 
f i r s t half of the aspiration noise (Pigt, I I I -3-a to III-3.o» 
BS-aspiration), This feature could also be identified by 
aspiration noise plus vocalic t ransi t ion {also followed 
by final consonant) and tJius the cue for the aspiration 
feature i s found to be distributed throu^out the noise 
duration in a l l stops with the exception of /p / in v*tioh 
only f i r s t half of the aspiration noise i s important. 
' • \ j!W»l>WW|^«Wi|jj«M^wm!M 
•-240 
V.0. ASP. S.V. JBH 
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I I I -2 .1 .4 Yoloed Aspirated Stops*, /b^,a^,g^/ (Figs, III>4.e 
iP9 III>4.o,) 
Oorpeott- When l i s teners are exposed to the stimuli oont-
aining VB plus burst plus aspiration noise (for /b / ^ d 
/ g / ) or "burst plius aspiration noise in ease of / d r / (a 
speotrographic study reveals that / d r / does not have 
voicing oue-VB, preceding the re lease) , the recognition 
scores are AO^ for /dVf 33)15 for / ^ / , and hardly 7^ for 
/b / , a?he addition of the vowel transi t ion to the above 
stimuli does not oh^ge the identif ication scores eubstgji-
t i a l l y , Farther, the addition of the steady-state vowel 
ra ises the identification scores to 73jZ^  for / b / and 87$iJ 
for / ^ / in keeping with the resu l t s of the i r unaspirated 
counterparts, / b / and /g/ respectively, A slight improve-
ment in the recognition of / e r / i s recorded (40j^ to 53j?) on 
addition of t ransi t ion and steady vowel to the stimuli 
containing burist plus aspiration noise, This low iden t i f l -
Cation of /d / may be due to absence of VB preceding the 
release. On further addition of the final consonant, only 
the recognition scores of /d / drop showing thereby that 
the presence of the final consonant corrupts i t s reoogni-
s ability* 
The stops lose their identification fcom thei r maixiraum 
Values to 27j? as soon w the VB i s deleted ftom the CVC 
• Only three stops of this category hatre been studied and 
/ d V has been lo f t aside, in t i t he r position, since i t 
does not occur in the final position of a Hindi syl lable . 
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syllables» establishing, thus» the signifioapce of the 
VB preceding the release. The voiced aspirates loise 
the i r recognitions completely when the beginning part of 
aspiration noise i s removed follovdng the deletion of the 
VB and the burst , 
giaSSI- 0^ perceiving the stimuli containing VB plus. 
burst , there i s 67% place identification for / g / 3(nd none 
at a l l for /b / end /d / • Here / g / shows confusions vdth 
i t s voiceless cognates /k/ and A / • ^ further addition 
of approximately one third of the beginning part of 'ttie 
to ta l aspiration noise, the place i s completely identified 
(10p5?) for a l l these consonants (B.gs. III-4«a to III-4»o). 
Ihe deletion of VB from the CVO syllables does not affect 
the place identification as the confusions registered are 
with thei r voiceless cognates. Removal of IJie burst in 
addition, does not affect the p l ^ e feature. Further, v*ien 
segments of aspiration noise are deleted successively, the 
place feature drops gradually and comes doim to 3^ for 
/ g / (confusion with / k / ) end ceases for the other (/b / 
I . 
and / d / ) \A«n the aspiration noise i s completely removed. 
However, the drop rate i s faster in /d / than in /b / and 
/ g / . 2!he place identification of / g r / c»d8 ^ c « a further 
10 ms segment from the edge of vocalic t ransi t ion i s cutoff.-
The favourite responses for each i t op , during the deletion 
of aspiration noise (after the removal of VB and burs t ) , 
are ei ther in thei r voiceless counterparts or in /^/ and A/^ 
Tm I'm^m^ 
o 
ill 
V.B. B ASP. T I s.v. / / M a j 
•160 - 8 0 0 
TIME IN MILLI-SECONDS 
>'IG. 1 I I -4 .0 . I.-Tvv^Tit.v^e i '^-r t l f lo . t lor .e of correct and fo..tnrc.8 of 
/f^/ In / g rur/. Cor^eot rx^u voicing of vB .^^ d ^ curves BnT^'r•-^' 
^G 
YoloinRt" The voicing Identification follows the trend 
of correct Ident if icat ion: Voicing curve in Pig, I1I-4.1> 
(BS-voiolng) reveals that the burst plus aspiration noise 
contributes to 4o}^ to the voicing identif icat ion in / d V 
MMeTeem contribution of aspiration noise along with preceding 
burst and VB i s 35)^  for /i^/ and hardly 7jf> for / b V (Hgs . 
111-4,0 end n i - 4 , a f BS;-voloing), 
I t appears from the voicing identif ication ctirves of 
ES stimuli (Hgs . II1-4) tha t the TO i s a necessary but not 
a sufficient cue for voicing identif ication as I t s deletion 
from the original OVC syllables esuses t o drop the voicing 
phenomenelly. Ihus I t i s observed from the Figs. I1I-4 that 
the voicing identif ication by burst plus aspiration noise 
followed by vocalic trsinsitlon (and f inal consongints) i s of 
the order of 30jK. 5he voicing creases completely nhm in 
addition to the 7B, burst and sj>proxlmately half of the 
beginning part of the aspiration noise i s also removed. This, 
therefore, shows that the f i r s t formswt t ransi t ion does not 
contribute t o the voicing in Hindi in clear contradiction to the 
obserration of Delattre e t al. ' (1955)» and Mbenaasa et al .( l958) 
who found tha t -ttie f i r s t formeflit t ransi t ion i s a class aaricer 
cut in i n i t i a l position of a syllable in English l^gaage^ 
^gpirationt- Pigs, I I I -4 (apiratlon curves) show that the 
aspiration feature cotdd be identified to ipproxlaately 
67/fe In / b V «»^ / • / ^e^i o^ l^y 10 m* of the beginning part 
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of the aspiration noise i s added to the stimuli of VB 
plus burst. Approximately one third of the beginning 
part of noise along with VB eOid burst ia sufficient to 
identify the aspiration feature equal to or more than 87^ 
in a l l voiced aspirates . 
The feature remains identified more than 80^ vdien 
approximately one thi rd of aspiration noise from i t s offset 
i s l e f t intact with the vocalic transit ion (and final conso* 
nants) . The ES stimuli responses show that the aspiration 
feature could be identified upto the l a s t 10 m» segment of 
the noise. However, identif ication level by the l a s t segment 
of aspiration noise i s 60^ in /bV» 67J6 in / d V 33^ in / ^ / , 
ixx.2.2. ?±no}isa^m 
We have seen that either burst or vocalic t ransi t ion 
i s a sufficient aooustic cue for recognising / p , t , k / . How-
ever, when the two cues (burst and vowel t rans i t ion) are 
heard together, the perception becomes nnarabiguous and the 
sounds, / p , t , k / , coppear to be more natural . The present 
findings for the manip'ulated stlraxili containing ei ther burst 
or burst • vowel t ransi t ion art in full agreement with those 
of the previous workers (Winitz et a l . , 1972| Is^iviere et a l . , 
1975 and Ohde and Sharf, 1977) who observed that burst in 
natural speech of En^ish len^ag« carried the heaviest 
perceptual load for the recognition of voiceless stops 
/ p» t , k / and the recognition improved when stimuli contained 
burst followed by vowel tran»ition»i« pjiyjiiilJCKitv Qfoqper 
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e t al i (1952), manipulated synthetic stimuli tislng 
a r t i f i c i a l "bursts placed with steady-state vowels and 
found that burst frequency Is suffiolent to Identify Hie 
stops / p , t , k / . In addition, our resul ts are in oonfArmlty 
with those of Harris (1953) gfiad Cole and Scott (1974) who 
found that the Tmrst energy speotrum, luMch aPcompsjnies 
a voiceless stop consongpit, contains invariant psrc«ptual 
infoimatlon over a wide range of vowel environment.' 
!I!he finding, that the hurst and the vowel t ransi t ion 
are needed together for the perception of /^/, supports the 
resu l t of Stevens and Blumatein <1975). They tested th© 
effectiveness of the various g^oustio a t t r ibutes as cues 
for the identif ication of / t / by generating 07 syllables on a 
terminal • e^alog speech synthesizer. In i n i t i a l exploratory 
wo23c, they made an attempt to syntekaize the retroflejc conso-
nant by using f i r s t four formant (F^,Fg,P-,F^) t ransi t ions 
of proper freq|uenoies without an i n i t i a l noise burst . The 
perceptual evaluation of these synt^siged stim^ili, by 
Hindi speafcing sub3ecte, revealed that no regulesr responses 
of retrofleKion could be obtained from the soimds. INirther, 
they introduced a brief 5 a» burst of fr icat ional noise 
energy near the s tar t ing frequency of P« and F^. The onset 
of noise burst was 15 m» prior to the onset of voicing,' 
When sudu synthesized sounds were l is tened by the subjects, 
almost fkll the sounds were responded as / t / * ^ u s , i t 
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TAB1B 111-4. Burst durations (ins) of I n i t i a l voiceless 
imaspirated stop consonants in Hindi and English^ 
Ifsnguage Authors 
Stop Consonsprits 
1 i 
Present 10 12 8 30 
Hindi 
Lisker g^d Abrsjnson 13 15 18 
English 
v^yo<^; 
l i isker and Atrajnson 
(1964) 
Winitz e t aL.* 
(1972) 
IiaRlviere e t a l . 
(1975-a) 
Ohde and Sharf 
(1977) 
58 
45-99 
44 
59 
70 
45-90 
36 
80 
80 
- 63-117 
41 
- 83 
• A range for burst-durations of e«3h stop has been reported. 
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shows that Intsgratlon ot hoth burst aPd th« roealio 
trtfisl t ion i s a pre-reqpalslte for tetroflexXon^ 
The present study shows that voiceless stops / p t t , k / 
are lUlly Identified by vooalio t rsns i t lon which i s in 
contrast to the findings of Sharf and Hemeyer (1972), 
Sharf and Beiter (i974), LaBiviere et a l / (1975-a) eind 
Ohde end Sharf (1977) who found that in toerloan English 
•00alio treinsition i s instiffioient to identify i n i t i s l 
voioeleBs stops with the exoeption of / p / which oonld he 
identified (IsRiviere e t a l j 1975a), 3Jhis discrepancy in per-
ception of voiceless stops "by CV t ransi t ion may he explained on 
the "basis of tmrst durations in different languages, A set of 
data of different authors for the durations of hurst of 
voiceless stops in Hindi and English i s presented in Table 111-4? 
I t i s seen that the hursts in BngLAsh are of longer durations 
than those in Bindi and hence terminating part of the vocalic 
t ransi t ion (may he voiceless in nature) responsible for the 
identif ication of voiceless stops, in English, may he removed 
when hurst i s deleted tror& syllables to obtain CV transition,^ 
But i t does not appear to happ«x in Hindi eis ,*tiie burst-durations 
are comparatively small? This absence of the beginning part 
of vocalic t ransi t ion may be responsible to make CV t ransi t ion 
instiffioient for the identification of English voiceless stops,^ 
The presence of transit ion during bursts has been confirmed by 
Winitz et a l . (1972), laRiviere et al.^ (1975-a) «nd Ohde 
and Sharf (1977) who found "ttiat vowels could be identified 
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by 'burst i lone. Further, Sharf and Hemeyer (1972) have 
also speculated, for the mlsidentlfioation of voiceless 
stops by CT t rans i t ion , that the deletion of hurst from 
the syllable decreases the ^ a n of vooallc trenslt ion end 
the extent of frequency shif t , thus cur ta i l ing information 
about the consonant. 
During the deletion of successive segments of vocalic 
t rans i t ion , / p / and / t / show no confusion whereas / t / confuses 
with / t / and / p / . In case of A/» deletion of f i r s t 10 ms 
segment has not much effect on i t s recognition but on further 
deletion of successive segments of vocalic t ransi t ion, i t 
shows confusion with / t / and / p / , SJhus the volcelessness 
of / k / and / t / i s also distributed during the l a t e r part of 
the vowaL t ransi t ion. 
In Case of voiced stops, VB has been found to be a 
necessary cue for the i r correct and voicing ident i f icat ions. 
This i s not in favour ot the resul ts obtained by Idberraan 
• t a l . (1958) yfao observed that the r i s ing t ransi t ion of 
f i r s t formant i s a cue for the OIBSB of voiced stops 
/ b , d , ^ , The presence of VB preceding the release in Hindi 
voiced stops has also been observed, in an s^oustio study, 
by Lisker and Abre©son (1964-), Their observations support 
the present results indirectly, ' 
The contribution of burst plus vocalic transit ion i s 
approximately 30^ for correct identif ication o* voiced 
unaspirated stops. This finding does not support the view 
^2 
of Hoffine» (1958) vho, during his synthetic erperiinent, 
recognised the importgince of burst fre^eney in addition 
t© the second aJid third formant transitions for the recog-
nit ion of / b , d , g / . 
The voicing identification of / d / ePd the voiced 
retroflex / d / talces place for the stimuli containing VB 
plus huret plus vowel t ransi t ion hutt in addition to the 
ahove, the steady-state vowel i s to he added for the voic-
ing of / h / end / g / hairing extreme places of ar t iculat ion, 
The possible reason for i t may be the extensive (longer in 
duration end larger change in fre^enoy) vowel trsinsitions 
of / d / and / d / as compared to those of / b / and /g / , ' 
Sharf and Hemeyer (1972), Sharf and Belter (1974), In 
thei r studies of English language, have found tha t the 
vocalic t ransi t ion i s sufficient for correct identification 
of voiced stops in i n i t i a l position of a syllable v^iich I s 
not supported by present r e su l t s . This difference may be 
explained in that voiced stops in i n i t i a l position of a 
syllable in English do not have VB (l lsker and Abramson,1964-) 
preceding the release and hence the l i s teners utilisse the 
information provided by the vet alio transit ion to recognise 
themfc Thus, i t appears that Hindi voiced stops are not 
identified wil^'but VB >^ich has also been confirmed in a 
study of Hindi stop consonants made by Gupta et a l , (1973).^ 
The place identification of voiced stops, with the 
exception in / g / , 9x*% cued by the terminating part of vocalic 
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t ransi t ion which i s in good agreement with the c lass ical 
synethetio experiments (Liberman e t a l . , 1954 and Delattre 
et a l . , 1955) in that the second forfflsoit t ransi t ion carried 
important informaticfn about the plsdse of production of most 
of the consonents. In case of velar / g / , "burst i s more 
important than the vooalio t ransi t ion for i t s plase iden t i -
fication as has also been reported by Anisworth (1968) in 
h i s experiment of synthetic speech. However, th i s i s in contract 
with the experiments of Delattre et a l , (1955) and Harris et a l , 
(1958) which led them to suggest that the loci of second and 
third formant t ransi t ions were important cues for the plg<3e of 
voiced stop consonants. Acoustical measurements on natrual 
speech by Msker and Abramson (19^4) also show that a re la t i* 
vely longer interval between the release of consonant and 
onset of voicing i s a characterist ic feature ' of / g / ; however, 
such measurements cannot demonstrate the perceptual Import^ce 
of a feature direct ly. Burst of retroflex / d / does not seem 
to play a role l ike the one I t plays in i t s voiceless cognate 
/v. 
The voiced unaspirated stops /b ,d ,^ / for the stimuli 
containing vodalic t ransi t ions (followed by final consonants), 
show confiisions with the i r voiceless counteiparts whereas 
/ g / confuses with / t / . 
In Case of voiceless aspirated stops, i t was found that 
the burst enables full recognition of /k / and plays no role 
in the other sounds. The reason for the recognition of A / 
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"by buret may be due to the f aPt that i t i s stronger in 
intensi ty and longer in duration (50 me) containing donble/ 
cl icks similar to velar burst in Danish (Il8cher->J(^rgensen, 
1954). Moreover, the frequenoy of the burst i s almost tha 
seme as that of aspiration noise in /k / near the second 
formant t ransi t ion, 3?he stop A ^ / could also be identified 
by aspiration noise plus veoalio t ransi t ion -whereas /p / sflnd 
/^/ may be laentlf led ei ther t.y Imret p lu . . aspiration nolee 
or aspiration noise plus vooalio t rans i t ion . 
The tetroHex /ir/ i s recognized unambiguously -whefn 
stimuli containing aspiration noise preceded by burst i s per-
ceived as happened to be in the case of i t s unaspirated 
cognate / t / v;hioh also needs burst and vowel transit ion 
together. 
The important role of aspiration noise in identifying 
voiceless aspirated stops ogsi be eccplained on the basis that 
i t has got i rregular ver t ica l s t r la t ions vjhioh may ^ t as 
voiceless transi t ion (Schatz, 1954) responsible for the 
identification of these sounds. The presence of voiceless 
transit ion during lusjpiration noise has also been observed 
laiy Paikell <1969), 
Further, Pisoher-J^rgensen (1972) in a study of Dgnish 
stops found thnt the aspiration noise i s an inrportant oue 
in identification of i n i t i a l voiceless stops. She also 
found that lab ia l and dental are well identified \*tn explo-
sion (burst) i s r«B0V«d from 07 syllables which i s in good 
rrrr 
agreement vdth the present resu l t s . In velar , she fotmd 
that the sound could not be identified when hurst was 
removed from the otiginal syl lables . This finding i s 
different from the present findings of velar /It / which 
could be well recognised even after removing burst from the 
syllable* This difference in resul ts may be explained on 
the basis of the acoustic measurements made by her in that 
velar*s burst in Danish i s more important than the aspira-
tion noise as the foimer i s noxmally stronger in intensi ty 
and longer in duration which i s not true in Hbe case of 
Hindi. 
The retrofl«>i: / ^ r / shows confusion with the sounds of 
i t s adjacent places / t ^ / and /k*^/ (Table III-3)» during the 
deletion of suocdssive segments of aspiration noise after 
the removal of bursty a necessary cue preceding the aspiration 
noise. 
In voiced aspirated stops, aS in the i r unaspirated 
cognates, VB i s found to be a necessary cue for the voicing 
identif icat ion. The contribution of aspiration/plus vocalio 
t ransi t ion to the voicing identification i s a bare 30^ show^ 
ing that the f i r s t forniant t ransi t ion hardly contributes 
towards the voicing of Hindi stops, in clear contradiction 
witii the voicing identification of English stops in IJie 
i n i t i a l position of syllables (Mberman et a l . , 1958),' 
Voicing identification in /^/ and / | ^ / does not 
a t ta in maximum values unless stead-state vowel i s added to 
5G 
the stimuli containing VB plno burst plua aspiration noise 
followed T>y vowel t ransi t ion, Olhis shows the in^f ic iency 
of VB for voicing ident if icat ion. The necessity of VB 
for voicing identification i s (juite obvious from "ttie ES 
voicing curves (Pigs. I I I - 4 , a and 111-4.0), in that i t s 
deletion causes to lower the identification level considerably. 
I t i s farther observed that the voicing identification in 
v. 
/ d / i s of the order of 53Ji? end this low value could be 
attributed to the absence of ^ o t t a l pulsing (VB) preceding 
the release. The above resul t i s in indirect confirmation 
with the spectrographic resul ts of Lisker and Abramson (1964) 
and Dixit (1979) vviio obserired that voiced aspirates, as well 
as the inaspira tes , have g lo t ta l pulsing during the i r occlu-
sion periods preceding the release of natural Hindi stops. 
Further, aspiration noise i s found to be a strong peiv 
ceptual cue for place of art iculation in the case of voiced 
aspirated stops as in the i r voiceless counterparts (Pigs. 
I I I -4 , a to I I I -4 .0 , place) . 
BluBMBtein esid Stevens (1979) made m aooustie study 
©f stop consonaintB in English in order to investigate the 
acoustic invarisnoe in speech production,' They found that 
gross shape of the spectrum of duration 10-20 ms saPJpled 
at the onset of the consonants in CV syllables shows a d is -
t inct ive pattern for identification of different plaoes of 
ar t iculat ion, further* they (1980) performed a series of 
l is tening te»t« wi* the synthetic voiced stops end found 
that the i n i t i a l 10-20 ms of the syllable, from i t s onset, 
csfla provide perceptual cues to the plsoe of articulation for 
stop oonsonsmts /t>,d,g/, 
Looking at <» ?igs, 111*1 to III-4- (BS-plaoe), we find 
that 20-30 ms of stop consonants (however, in voiced stops, 
the VB-a cue for voicing, has also "been included in B5 
stimuli) from the onsets of the i r relee^es i s enough for 80% 
place identif ication, with the exception of the detJt^s goid 
/ p ^ / T/^ere the identification i s of the order of 6o)t, IThls 
lower identification in dental sounds I s due to the aspirated 
Category of stops (/"tr/ and /d / ) which needs approximately 
50 ms of the beginning part of the noise, /p / also needs 
^proximately 40-50 ms of the i n i t i a l p ^ t of consonjant for 
80^ place identif icat ion. This hard place identification in 
Hindi compared to English may be due to the fapt that the 
fowner has four different p i s tes of art iculation whereas the 
l a t t e r has only three. 
1X1*2,3 Oonolusions 
• To |»erceive voiceless stops / p , t , k / , ei ther hurst ot» 
vocalic t ransi t ion (vowel transi t ion • steady-state vowel) 
i s needed,' 
• Burst and vowel t ranai t ion/or aspiration noise together 
are needed for the perception of voiceless retroflex stops,' 
cue 
• VB i s a necessary but may not be a sufficient/ to perceive 
the voicing of the voiced stops.^ 
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• A brief "beginning part (20-30 ffis) of atop oonsongnta 
from the onsets of the i r releases I s sufficient to perceive 
their places of ar t iculat ion, 
• Buret Is ^ Importgoit p l ^ e cue for velar stops* 
• Aspiration nolae follo-wlng the release i s a strong place 
cue in aspirated stops with the exception in voiceless re t ro-
tl&x wfeere integration of hurst with the aspiration noise la 
necessary. 
Sff<?tion-III-^ 
I t i s ohvious from a survey of the previous studies 
that Various well defined acoustic cues do not contribute uni-
formly towards the recognition of stop consonants. On the 
other hand only limited breaJcthrou^ has been reported th rou^ 
systematic studies of the distribution of perceptual cues In 
syllable-final stop consonapte, tPhe present study aims at 
eaa exploration of the extent and the contribution of the 
Various acoustic features in the perception of natural Hindi 
syllable-final stop eonsona»ts, Ih i s study of final stops 
will also lead to have a comparative study of the perceptual 
cues in sy l l ab le - in i t i a l and final posi t ions. 
The durations ^f anteustlo features of stop consonants 
occurlng in syllabi•^finsi, have, l ike In the i r syl labls-
I n l t l a l poaitien, kerni found by speotrographio method snd 
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tCABEE I I I -5 , Durations (ma) of acoustic features of final 
stop consonstnts in CVC syllables^ 
Stop 
Consonant 
P 
t 
t 
• 
k , 
\> 
d 
a 
* 
g 
p" 
^ 
0 
k*" 
b»' 
<^ 
^ 
Second 
foJOTant 
t r a n s i t i o n 
40 
50 
50 
70 
30 
60 
55 
60 
30 
60 
50 
70 
20 
70 
60 
Acoustic 
GapAoio© 
bar 
210 
190 
180 
195 
250 
140 
90 
170 
140 
130 
140 
120 
110 
75 
90 
Birst 
10 
35 
25 
35 
0 
80 
50 
05 
-
«» 
«MI 
-
-
-
-
features 
Aspiration 
noise 
•» 
-
-
-
-
MB 
- . 
-
130 
140 
130 
150 
125 
160 
175 
Steady-
s t a t e 
vowel 
85 
140 
120 
110 
160 
150 
175 
120 
105 
70 
60 
90 
140 
100 
120 
60 
sho*»i in Table 111-5. I t may "be observed that the average 
awration of transit ion for voiced or voiceless stops i s of 
the sajne order ( 50 ms). IHirther the lahials have got 
minimum average t ransi t idn durations (30 ms) whereas the 
velars have the maCKinium (65 ms), in keeping with the findings 
in "tile studies of sy l lah le - in i t i a l stop consonants. 
©le average gsgp duration for voiceless stops (163 «s) 
i s a b i t larger thgjn that for voiced stops (133 ms) as also 
found by Gupta et al« (1973) in the study of consonants In 
VOV syl lable . In case of voiced stops, the gap i s f i l led 
witii g lot ta l vibration <VB) but not necessarily for the whole 
occlusion interval* A similar observation regarding the gajj 
duration, that i t i s longer *dien the final stop consonant i s 
voiceless rather than voiced, has also been made by Hogan 
and Rozsypal (1980), Further, they also observed that the 
t o t a l closure interval In the final voiced stops I s not fully 
voiced. The average duration of gap for unaspirated stops 
(180 ms) i s found to be much greater than that of aspirated 
stops (115 ms)/ In general, the occlusion interval of a 
voiceless stop has no energy except for a few milliseconds 
of the beginning part of the gap, at most upto the second 
fowttsmt frequencies, vdiioh hefi ver t ica l s t r la t ions continu-
ing from the preceding voiced environment of the vowel. 
All the final stops in the present study are found to 
be exploded ones and the average duration of the aspiration 
noise in aspirated stops-final i s longer but l e s s intense 
tham that of the I n i t i a l aspirated stops? 
G l 
Denes (1955) In natural English sounds, and Raphael 
(1972) in synthetic sounds studied the effect of nonspectral 
characterstics of speech, such efi •duration* of the prece-
ding TowaL, on the roicing identification of the cons on ^ t o 
that follow. They fotmd that a l l the final consongnts in 
Bn^lsh are perocired as voiceless, when preceded liy vowels 
of short durations, and voiced, when preceded."by long dura-
tion vowels. However, i t may he observed from Jlgs^ I I I -6 
spad I I I -8 that 1die voicing Identification of final voiced 
stop consonants i s the same even when they are preceded by 
i n i t i a l consonants end steady-state vowel (ES-Toicing) or 
not (E3-voicing). Thus th i s study in natural Hindi speech, 
on -ttie contrary, shows that deletion of i n i t i a l consonent 
and steady-state vowel ft?om CVO syllables does not affect 
the perception of voicing of final stop consonants," Yet, 
from the spectrographio study, we find that the average 
durations of steady-state vowel preceding the voiced stops 
(138 ms) i s longer than thet preceding the voiceless stops 
<9a ms) as has also been found by Gupta e t al, ' (1973)^ 
These resul ts are also in support with Ohman (1962) v*io, 
for the Swedish consonants, found that the voiced stops 
lengjfchen the preceding vowel duration but do not affect 
the duration of the following vowels,^ 
Recently Hogan and Rozsypal (1980) made a study, in 
natural English, to evaluate the vowel duration as a cue 
for the voicing distinction in the following word-final 
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consonants, Their study indicates that the vowel duration 
played more importgint role in wordB ending in a f r icat ive 
than in other consonants (stops, consoneaats c lus te rs ) , i»here 
additional cues (VB dizration, s i l en t closure duration gipd 
hurst/iaeication duration) may serve to maintain the final 
voicing distinction, ' 
The identification of 15 oonsongnts grouped into four 
different categories-voiceless ungrispirated, voiced unaspirated, 
voiceless aspirated, voiced aspirated - have been dii«>ussed 
categoryvriLse separately. Percentage correct and features 
identif icat ion, for BS and BS stimuli of eaoh consonant, at 
different points of segmentation have been plotted and shown 
in Pigs, I I I -5 to I I1-8 , 
111-3.1,1, Voiceless Unaspirated Stops /p,t,-{;,k/ (Figs,' 
I l l ^g . a to m - g , f l 
Oorrecti- I t i s observed from the Figures (IBS-correct) that 
a l l the three cues, namely vowel t r ^ s l t l o n , gap and burst 
needed for unambiguous correct identification of these stops,^ 
I t i s also found that the order of correct scores using 
vocalic trsnsi t loni as cues i s 53^ for / t / , 40^ for / p / , 33$fc 
for / t / and 27/i5 for A / . 2>uring the addition of 20 to 40 ms 
of the beginning part of the gap» there i s m increase in the 
identification score levels of / t / end / t / , ' I t i s opined 
that th i s increase may be attr ibuted to "ttie few ^ o t t a l 
pTilses, at a frequency not above the second fossaant l eve l . 
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wMch appear to be stretched into the gap from the voiced 
environment of the preceding vowel, / p / hehaves in a 
different way; there i s glow r i se in identification score 
level during the addition of cwccessive eegaemts of gap in 
keeping with the ohservations made hy Agrawal (1970) for 
the identification of voiceless unaispirated stops in VCV 
syl lables . However, th is r i s e in correct scores of / p / 
on addition of gap to the preceding vocalic t ransi t ion Is 
quite smhiguous and unexplainahle at present. The perception 
of /k / i s unaffected hy the addition of gap. Further, the 
addition of hurst to the stimuli o^ se s "ttie correct iden t i f i -
cation scores to be raised to 80J? or more^ 
Ihe ES stimuli (Hgs," I I I -5 correct) show that the 
deletion of the trsinsitional cue from the stimuli of vowel 
treoasition plus gap plus burst causes to drop the correct 
scores of / p , t , k / hardly by 20)? v^ereas correct scores of / t / 
f a l l by 50^» however, the place of / t / remains h l ^ y Ident i -
fied as i t shows confusion with / t r / , " When the gap i s srubse-
quently deleted after the removal of the vowel trgjisition, 
the perception / t , t , k / i s not raach affected but the recognition 
score of the labia l / p / drops from 60^ to a bare 13^, This 
effect of gap in / p / i s quite puzzling. The isola ted,burs ts , 
however, give r i se to the recognition level of ST% in / t / , 
53^ in A/» 27;?5 in / t / and 13% in /p/,^ 
jglafifs- The place feature i s identified to 50ff> agpproximately 
in / p , t , k / and 67/ in / t / by vocalic trapasition (Pigs, I I I - 5 , 
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BS-pl^e) , There i s a slow r ise in identification of 
plaoe of art iculat ion during the addition of succissive 
s e ^ e n t s of gap to the vocalic trsffisition with the excep-
tion of / p / where i t increases by astounding proportions to 
a large 93j^ * Further, place identification scores of / t , t , k / 
are raXsed to 93^ or more by s^ addition of a aubsecfaent 10 ma 
segment of the beginning part of the release burst,^ 
BS stimuli-place curves show that the removal of the 
vowel transi t ion does not affect the place of articulation,' ' 
On further deletion of gap, the place feature of / p / drops 
from 93^ to 40^ whereas other places of art iculation are 
rarely affected. Release burst alone i s responsible for 80^ 
or more place identification in / t / and / k / , 6o^ in / t / , and 
40jJ^  in / p / , fhe h i ^ e r place identif ication over the correct 
one, as a resu l t of the release burst i s attributed to the i r 
confusions with the i r aspirated counter^partsi th i s confusion 
of voiceless unaspirated final stops with the i r aspirated 
cognates may be explained on the basis that the burst contains 
noise >*Lioh could be responsible for th is ejnbiguity,^ 
Voicingt- The identification of voicelessness of a l l sounds 
except the velar A / changes in the way similar to t he i r 
place feature var ia t ions . In velar (Pig,'' III-.5,'d, BS-voioe-
lessness) , the identification score of voicelessness i s more 
than that of place feature as /k/ shows confusion with / t / 
and / p / , A similar confusion pattern of / k / , for the stimuli 
containing vocalic t ransi t ion as cue, has also been observed 
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by HaXle et a l . (1957). figures 111-5.1) and Ill-S.^d 
(volcelesgness) show that the release hurst i s a stronger 
•oicelessnesa cue thah the vocallo t ransi t ion In / t / and A/** 
This i s also supported hy Molecot {t958) who foand that 
vocallo t ransi t ion i s less important than the "burst in 
Conveying the msJ^ner of art iculat ion of voiceless stopa,^ 
In / t / and / p / , however, the two oues-vocalic t rsns l t ion send 
hurst appear to heare equal significenoe,*' 
111-3.1,2, Voiced TJnasplrated Stops /\i,A,6.,g/ (Pigs, III~6,%to 
Oorrectt- The contrlhutlon of vocalic transit ion towards 
the correct perception may he graded as 53JK for / d / , 27^ 
for / h / and /g/, and 7^ for / d / . Inhere i s ^ enhsoacement of 
approximately 20 i f gap (containing glot ta l pulses) fo l low 
ing the vocalic transit ion i s also Included, which i s in 
confiimation with the ohservations of Gupta et a l . (1973) 
in Hindi VC stimuli ohtained from natural VCV syllahles." 
I t appears that the inclusion of gap containing YB to the 
vocalic transit ion improves 'voicing' which i s responsible 
in the enhiOicement of correct perception levels. ' On further 
addition of hurst , the recognition level reaches nearly 100^ 
in / d / and / d / , 67J? in /g/ snd 47^ in / h / . Thus the addition 
of hurst to the vocalio t ransi t ion plus gap (TB) presents 
an accelerating effect i f i t i s voiced (as in / d / and / d / ) , 
if ^ 
i s l ess effect ive/ i t i s voiceless ($» in / g / ) , and i s 
- — ' 1 . I - • [ • • I — " • — — ^ — 
• The hurst containing periodic asoustie energy i s cal led 
•voiced'. If i t contains white noise i t c«lled 'voiceless* 
hurst . 
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redimdaJit i f the b»rst shows only instant of release 
(as in / V ) . 
Isolated bujpsts give r i se to 73J6 recognition in / d / , 
6o)6 in / d / and no correct response at a l l in / b / and /g /7 
Pigs*' I I I -6 (BS-correot) show that / d / ^ d / d / are 100)6 
correctly identified %diereas identification levels arc Sofl> 
and 27^ in / g / ^ d /h/ respectively, vihen the "bursts are 
preceded hy -ttie VB, The recognition of / d / and/d/ ceases 
only after approximately -the i n i t i s a half of the hurst i s 
removed.' 
Placet- The vocalic transit ion gives r i se to place iden t i -
fication levels of 93)S in / b / , 80)6 in / d / , 33)i5 in / g / aPd 
2751? in / d / . The addition of gap (VB) to the vocalic t r ans i -
tion Causes to increase the identif ication scores of the 
place of art iculation of / d / and /g/. Further the addition 
of hurst improves the identification levels ^proximately 
to 93^ (Pigs. I I I - 6 , B3-place)r 
The deletion of vowel transit ion does not affect the 
place of art iculation of / d / and / d / "but i t causes t o djpop 
down the place identification levels of / b / ^d/fe / by 50)6 
(Pigs. I I I - 6 , ES*.plaCe) approximately. The isolated voiced 
"burst in / d / and / d / leads to BOff> plaBe identification whereas 
the contri"bution of voiceless burst in / g / i s smaller (60j?),' 
I t appears, from Klgs,' I I I -6 (-place), that vocalic t r ans i -
tion and burst , except in itie retroflex / d / , act in a (nnrtra 
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complementary wgy, i . e . . I f the ptrceptual we i^ t of 
one (vooallo transit ion or burst) I s large, that of 
the other (Imrst or vooalio trsj isi t lon) i s small. This 
i s in agreanent \dth the obserrations of Dorraan et a l , 
(1976) for i n i t i a l voiced stops in natural En^ l sh . In 
/ d / , however, the vocalic t ransi t ion and burst ^ p e a r to 
have equal perceptual w e i ^ t , 
Voicingi- The contribution of vocalic t ransi t ion for the 
voicing identification may be ordered as / d / (60^)>/b / 
(40^)>/g/ (33^)>/d/ (27^), The addition of occlusion 
interval (containing VB) to the stimuli raises the voicing 
identif ication specially in / b ,d ,g / a0 / b / confuses with 
i t s aspirated cognate / b / and / d / and / g / show confusions 
with the semi vowels /i/ and /%/ e i ther of the same plaOe 
or of adjacent place of art iculat ion, Further addition of 
burst ( i f voiced) gives an Improvement in voicing Ident i f i -
cation level , ' 
The burst in isolat ion gives r i se to a voicing Ident i -
fication approaclmately equal to 70^ in / d / and / d / and none 
at a l l In / b / and / g / (Figs, 111-6, BS-volcing), When burst 
l a preceded by VB, the voicing identification imprwres and 
i s ec(ual to 100)5 in / d / and / d / , 6o^ In / g / and 27^ In / b / ; 
The voicing identif ication In / b / and / g / i s of the 
order 50^ and 70JB respectively when stimuli contain a l l 
the three cues, namely, vowel transtion, gap (VB) and burst? 
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Ihe poor voicing Identification In labia l a@ well afl In 
velar may "be due to l^e alJsenoe of voiced release "burst 
which appeals to "be a more ln^jortant voicing cue than 
the VB for Hindi stop consonsints In syllable-final, ' ' 
I I I -3 .1 .3 Voiceless Aspirated Stops / p ^ , t ^ , - ^ , l ^ / (Pigs, 
Oorreoti- dfhe aspirated stops, v^ether voiceless or voiced, 
never at tain tOO^ Identifioatlon scores. BS stimuli responses 
(Pigs. I I I - 7 , -correct) diow that the ac^lration noise i s 
essential for correct identification of voiceless aspirated 
stops with the exception of the /p / viM.oh cotild, In addition, 
he identified by vocalic transit ion plus gap also (Pig. I l l - 7 . a , 
BS-correet). I t i s observed that the addition of the gap to 
the vocalic t ransi t ion raises "ttie correct identification level 
I . 
of /p / from 20^ to 80)6 whereas deletion of the gap from 
the stimuli containing gap plus aspiration noise reduces the 
correct identification level by approximately 50A The 
optimum recognition scores of voiceless aspirated stop by 
using a l l the three cues, are of the order of 73j?.* 
l igs , ' III-7.1) to 1X1-7.^ (BS-oorreot) show that on 
deletion of vowel tramsltion, there i s m increase in correct 
perception of /1 r , r^, k r / end the l e v ^ remains more or l e s s 
• I t i s diff icul t to draw a time-boundary between burst 
and aspiration ne is i in f inal ijiplratefl stop oonsongnts 
end hence two acoustic cues together are referred to as, 
'aspirat ion noise '? 
loor ^py^^\r 
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FIG. I I I -7 .0 . PercentnRe identlfloatlonfl of oorreot and features 
of / # / in /ia-^/' In ^'^ curvea, correct and aspiration feature 
completely aiid place and voicing (voioelessnesa) features mostly 
Buperlmpoae over eaoh o^her, mrlnp; tJie l a te r part of E3 curves, 
correct and plfoe feature, and voicing (voloeleaaneBa) and aspira-
tion features Buperiinpooe over each other. 
GO 
constant during the removal of successive segments of the 
gap. Ihe correct identification of /^, i s of the 
order of ^lf> and that of / p / i s ys^f v i^en aspiration noise 
alone i s perceived, The identif ication ©eases )(«hen two 
third of the i n i t i a l part of aspiration noise i s removed. 
Placet- Ihe contritnition of vocalic treinsitlon towards 
plase identification i s 1'^^ tot: l ab ia l t ^If for the dental, 
3Jf> for the retroflex, eind 20JI5 for the velar . This "better 
place identification ds compared to the correct one i s due 
to the confusions with the i r unaSplrated cognates, The addition 
of gap to the vocalic t ransi t ion does not affect the iden t i f i -
cation of the place of art iculation, ' Further an addition of a 
hrief duration (tO-20 ms) of the beginning part of the aspirar-
tion noise raises the level to a value ecfual to or more t h ^ 
The deletion of vowel t rsnsl t ion and gap (Hgs , I I I - 7 , 
BS-plaoe) hardly affects the plaos perception of / l r , ^ , k / 
whereas that of /p / drops from ^% to 55^ .^ This shows that 
aspiration noise i s a stronger place cue except in the lab ia l 
v^ere gap, ei ther with the preceding vowel t ransi t ion or with 
the following aspiration noise, plays the same rolf»? 
The study further shows that the perceptual wei^ to of 
vocalic trtfisltlon and aspiration noise are complementary, 
i .^e^if one contributes more the other does l e s s . The effect 
i s well preno\mced in the l ab ia l «id the velarl^ 
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TABI3B I1I-6, Conflisiofn matrix of "BS and ES stimuli at different 
out-points of final voiceless aspirated stop conso-
nant / P V in syllable /gap / • 
Cut 
-points R i^3P^"g§0 Ji^ I fl'fc^waM BS ES 1 
(ms) 7 ^ TW A^V Others / ? V 7v/ / ? / /^/ Othetg 
• - 30 
- 2 0 3 
- 1 0 3 
# • 0 3 
•10 2 
420 6 
•30 6 
•40 6 
•50 5 
•60 3 
•70 9 
•»eo 7 
•90 12 
•100 12 
•110 12 
•120 11 
•130 13 
# » • +140 12 
•150 12 
•160 12 
•170 13 
6 
A 
7 
11 
4 
2 
4 
4 
5 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
11 
9 
10 
13 
10 
12 
10 
11 
10 
11 
9 
8 
8 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
6 
6 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
3 
5 
2 
1 
S« 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
oontd,.^ 
•~ -I 
Cut Responses of stimuli 
-points jg -gg 
(ms) ]^ ^V / V ^^ ?V Others / ? V ^ / A*^/ / t ^ / Others 
2 
1 
1 2 
1 
2 
1 
1 3 
2 
2 
2 1 
^ Vowel •t-y4>vsi"tion' o^vset 
# A«>Pir<atio?T/ ?2,oise o f f s e t 
•180 
•190 
+200 
+210 
+220 
+230 
+240 
+250 
+260 
#+270 
11 
12 
12 
11 
12 
13 
9 
11 
12 
12 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
5 
7 
8 
5 
8 
6 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
5 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
VQiolng»~ The identification of voicelessness xising the 
vocalic laransition sH cue i s of the order of 60^ vdlSi the 
exception of -ttie velar (^proximately 30^), Shis level 
reaches a meflcimum vdien the gap followed hy a small i n i t i a l 
segDDtent of the aspiration noise i s added to the vocalic 
t rans i t ion . 
I t i s observed from tfce response of 3SS stimuli (HgsT 
III-.7, IS-voioelessness) that voicelessness i s identified 
approximately BOf hy aiipiratlon noise alone as the sounds get 
confused either wil^ the i r unaspirated counterparts or vith 
/ t / £pid / k r / , A representative confusion matrix of /p / for 
BS and BS stimuli with the diffei^ent cut-points has been 
presented in Table 1X1-6,^ 
A8T>irfttion>* This feature i s not identif ied, with the exoep-
tio» in /p / , unless stimuli perceived contain aspiration 
noise ( H g s . I I I - 7 , BS-aspiration)," In /p / , however, the 
vocalic trewsition plus gap i s ^ i t e sufficient to perceive 
"tile aspiration feature* 
The aspiration noise alone gives 67J!5 identif ication of 
aspiration feature in /p / and 80^ in others (Hgs^ I I1-7 , 
ES-aspiration)/ This feature remains identified more than 
60^ t i l l one third of the end par t of noise i s perceivedi' 
One of the signifieeint observations i s that the iden t i -
fication of aspiration feature for the stimuli containing 
vowel t ransi t ion plus gap plus aspiration noise i s 20)i? l e s s 
ICKT 
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thwi that for the stimuli obtained by deleting the vowel 
t ransi t ion from the above types of stimuli. This shows that 
vowel transi t ion plays a negative role in the Identlfioatlon 
of aspiration feature. A possible eacplenation for the above 
observation could be that 1*ie vowel t ransi t ion of h i ^ energy-
overrides the aspiration noise of low energy end therefore 
responses f a l l into t h e i r unaspirated counterparts as the plaPe 
identification for the two kinds of stimuli (<1) vowel t rans i -
tion • gap + aspiration noise end (11) gap • aspiration noise) 
remains the same.' 
111-3,1,4.. Voiced Ai-pirated Stops /b .dr^.^r/. (Hgs . I I I -8 . a to 
Correct!- BS stimuli responses show that vocallo transi t ion 
plays no role in identifioatiott unless i t I s follov«ed by Itoe 
gap (VB) and at th i s cut-point, the correct level of iden t i f i -
cation i s of the order'of 53^ in / b V and 27Ji5 in /<^/ and /gV.''. 
Further, the addition of aspiration noise raises "ttie Identif ica-
tion scores to 70^ approximately,' 
The deletion of vocalic t ransi t ion (ES-correct) hardly 
affects the correct perception but the deletion of the beginning 
part of gap (containing VB) decreases the correct scores and 
comes doum to 30JI5 \*ten gap i s deleted completely*? 
H a e j i - The contrlbatlon of vocalio t ransi t ion to the plaPe 
identification may be ordered as A V (67j?):>/dV (60^ ) :> /^ / 
(40;?), The identification of this feature acquires a m«oclmum 
lOOr 
/ • \ / - v / -
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Value ( 100;i5) vjhem approximately one third of the i n i t i a l 
par t of the nol8« with the preceding VB ePd vocalic trcoisi-
tion i s perceived,' 
Ihe removal of vowel transit ion and YB does not effec-
t ively decrease "ttie place perception level . Aspiration noise 
alone i s sufficient for the identification (^80j^) of the 
place of ar t iculat ion. Place cue i s distrihuted over more 
than half of the beginning part of aspiration noise in / b / 
and /d / , whereas in / ^ / i t i s found in the i n i t i a l par t 
of the noise ( less than one fourth of the to ta l duration of 
noise)vihich i s dominated "by the Tsurst, This establishes that 
burst i s m important place cue for the velar7 
Voi<^ng»- The vocalic trajisition i s insufficient for the 
voicing identification i^iioh may be graded fi-om h i ^ e r to 
lower values as / ^ / (6o^), / d V (40j») and / b V (33^); The 
voicing identification i s raised to approximately 67jf> when 
stimuli containing vocalic t ransi t ion followed by gap (VB) 
are perceived, Further, on addition of aspiration noise, 
voicing identification i s improved to 80 .^"' 
BS stimuli ( l lgsi ' III-8,-voicing) responses show that 
the voicing i s hardly affected on deletion of vowel t r ans i -
tion but i t drops to a low 40;?? »^en the stop closure interval 
containing the €p.ott8a pulses (VB) i s also removed. Thus 
contribution of aspiration noise to the voicing identif ication 
i s of the order of 40^,^ 
100 
60-
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0^ /(^V i " /V'^^'V' Correct m.d vo lc i t . r of "S ourvt>a eftiperimpoBe 
ovfi- enoh otli<T dur ln r X\).e> t i n e io'inonla + 50 to + 1 40 ms. 
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•/^-nlratlont'- Ihe vocalic t p ^ s i t i o n plus VB i s found to 
be reflponsi"ble for the identif ication of aspiration feature 
to !55j» in A V and 33/ in / d V ^^ /i"/. 
showing a forward 
CO-articulation for "Hiis featttre/ 5?hiB ©ffeet hag sdlso b«€in 
observed in the voiceless stop /p / , Further, the addition 
of aspiration noise raises the identif ication level to 70/? 
This feature i s identif ied to the extent of 75/ by 
aspiration noise alone but i t increases to 93/ or more nititn 
aspiration noise i s preceded by the gs^ (VB)," I t i s also 
observed from the E3 stimuli curves (Pigs, I1I -8 , ES-aspiration) 
tha t the identification of aspiration feature i s iijq>roved by 
33/ in /b / and 27^ in /d / when vowel t ransi t ion i s removed 
from the stimuli containing vowel t ransi t ion plus gggj plus 
aspiration noise, Ihere i s howeveri no maiked improvement in 
the aspiration feature of /g^/ on the deletion of vowel t r ans i -
t ion. Thus the study shows that the aspiration feature i s 
masked by vowel t rensi t ion, 
i n - 5 . 2 . P^lPpugaigB 
The study of correct identification of stop <^nsonants 
in syllable-final reveals that but for the eacoeption of the 
voiced burst of voiced stops to a certain extent, none of 
the ti^MiK cue©*.vooalic t ransi t ion, burst , end aspiration 
noise, i s sufficient a l l by i t s e l f to perceive them correctly;'' 
In Case of untsplrated stops, a l l "the three cues, V1B,% vowel 
t rans i t ion , gap end burst , are needed to pereeive then to 80/ 
or more v^ereas in aspirated stops, aspiration noise preceded 
'C 
by gs5>A^ leads to "ttxe agme identif ication levels,^ 
Sharf ePd Hemeyer (1972), Sharf and Belter (1974) 
and Ohde coad Sharf (1977) have determined the importance 
of vooaLle t ransi t ion in En^ish language for the percep-
tion of stops in consonant-vowel (OT) and vowel-consonant 
(VC) sy l lahles . They liscve established that VC t rans i t ion 
i s (fttite sufficient (SOJif) to identify the stop consonants, 
fhe present investigation reveal*, in c lear contradiction to 
the resul ts of the above studies, that VC transi t ion i s not 
sufficient (hardly 30^. correct ident if icat ion) to perceive the 
stop consonants correctly, 9?his difference in the resul t s may 
be attributed to the fact that usually the final stop consonants 
in English are unSreleased (Halle e t al , ' , 1957{ Stevens, 1969) 
and hence the perceptual information contained in W t rans i t ion 
i s sufficient for the l i s t eners to recognise the final stcspsV 
However, the spectrographio study of the f inal stops in Hindi, 
as Carried out in the present investigation, establishes that 
almost a l l the final stops are released sounds, Thus the 
subject got to depend upon the perceptual information carried 
by the r ^ e a s e burst in addition to the informations Carried 
by the oilier relevant cues, This argaraent i s supported by the 
perceptual stufly in that unless the relee^ie burst i s included 
with the vocalic trspssitlon, the reco^ l t ion scores are quite 
low. This i s further substantitated tor Maleoot (1958), y^o, 
in an study of the voieeless releases of / p , t , k / and the 
voiced releases of / b , d , g / in final posit ion, ©ccuring speradi-
oally in American English, found that burst i s ^ i t e sufficient 
for plaoe and manner identlfioatlone, Ihe present results 
were con^ared vdth those of Maleoot(in the vowel environment 
/0 / j fo r (1) hurst removed from the original syllable end 
( i l ) hurst in isolation. I t i s found that in case ( i ) , "ttie 
recognition of / d , d , g / deteriorates suhstantially hut that 
of / h / remains unaffeotedi the pronounoeafarop in the recogni-
tion of / d / (Fig, 111-6,h, BS-cotrect) emphasizes the s igni-
fioanoe of hurst for the dental soTmds,' iHiis deterioration 
has not heen ohserved in the study of Maleoot,' I t , therefore, 
clearly indicates laiat the released 55nglish voiced stops are 
also recognised hy vocalic t ransi t ion, contrary to the case of 
Hindi voiced stops, Ihe reason again could he that the syllahle-
- f ina l stop consonsjits in English are found, in general, to he 
unreleased and hence Btf^ish spesJcing suhjeots are hahitual to 
recognise the stop consonants hy vocalic transit ion, ' 
Case ( i i ) reveals that the tvro sets of resul ts are in 
agreement for the stops / d , a / having voiced hurst," There i s 
no agreement for / h / and / g / . This could he because of the 
different natures of ttie hurst in the tvro studlest in the 
present study hurst in / g / i s voiceless and that in / h / I s a 
release of no duration vihereas the two were voiced in the 
study of Halecot," 
Studying the voiceless stops / p , t , k / after gating out 
the ht^rsts fSpom TO syllables in the vowel environment /O/ , 
Malecot found that only / k / could not he correctly identif ied 
(recognition scores * 56J6), therehy ettahlishing *h^1f)'?|gji$^ 
/"^ " ^ \ 
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i s a» essential cue for I t s reoognitlon, Howewer, / p» t / 
could be reoogriised "by the vooalle t ransi t ion alonej^ 
This resul t (of Maleoot) has been jPorther confirmed by 
Malecot and Mndhelmer (1966) in a» Identical study in 
French, X aimllaP observation has also been made in the 
present work for /k/ snd also for / t / . Removal of bursts 
from the original syllables cgpses the correct scores to 
drop to half of thei r masimum values thereby indicating 
that burst i s an essential* thougji may not be sufficient, 
perceptual cue for / k / and / t / , Malecot, further, found 
that the voiceless burst alone i s sufficient to recognise 
voiceless stops in syl lable-f inal , t^hereas the present study 
shows that none of the aPoustio cues a l l by I t s e l f i s suffi-
cient for the recognition of voiceless stops. However, 
release burst alone gives r i s e to 60^ correct identification 
for A / s>»4 / V ^ d 25Ji? for / p / and / t / . ' 
Halle et a l . (1957) made a perceptual study of stop 
bursts in isolation by gating out the f i r s t 20 ms of bursts 
in 
from the words ending stop consonants. They prescsited the 
isolated bursts to the l i s teners to 3^dge thtm for / p , t , k / r 
In the beginning, they found i t cumbersome to obtain a 
reasonable response from the i r subjects, but wilJi a certain 
amount of training the five best subjects gave 65jfe, 7 ^ , 
75^» QOff> and 96jfc correct responses. In the present study 
the contribution of burst of the voiceless unaspirated 
stops for the correct perception i s found to be poor fer 
T) 
/ p / and / t / &i& to "be of the order of 60^ for / t / sind / k / 
under "tiie condition that subjects were not given cwen 
practice to l i s ten to the stimuli of short segments. Better 
scores could have "been o"btalned had the "best su'bjects been 
chosen and given the recfaislte training,' 
The msaclraum correct identification of aspirated stops 
i s of the order of 70)6 v;hereas the meocimum place Identifica!-
tion i s 100Ji5 v^ hen the v*iole syllables (CVC) containing the 
aspirated stops in syllable-final are perceived, The l e s se r 
correct identification over place identification may be due 
to^iihe masking effect of aspiration feature by vowel t ransi t ion 
which causes the responses to fa l l into wiaspirated stops of 
the same place of ar t iculat ion, SPhere i s an enhstncement in 
the recognition of stops *^en the vowel t ransi t ion i s removed 
from the stimuli containing vowel plus gap plus aspiration 
noise. 
The contribution of the vocalic t ransi t ion to the 
identification of the place of articulation of a l l stop conso-
nsjits Hssy ba graded from h i ^ e r to lower values as lab ia l 
(70^), retroflex (65J5), dental W5^) and velar (30?5) whereas 
this place identifioation due to release burst (in case of 
unaiBpirated stops) and or aspiration noise (in case of 
aspirated stops) may be ordered as velar (85*1^ ) dental 
(80j5) retroflex (75J5) labia l (50}i$), Thus the place of a r t i -
culation of stop consonants-labial, retroflex, dental and 
velar are in descerftilng order according to place information 
80 
contained in vooalio tre(nsltion gpd the order becomes 
ascending when release burst tfid^or aspiration noised?e 
used as perceptual cues, ^his flndlnrg shovs that the tvro 
oues-vocalio transit ion and release burst and/or asplratten 
noise act in complementary fashl.on for the identification of 
plaoe of ar t iculat ion. However, release burst /or aspiration 
noise i s a stronger place cue than the vocalic t ransi t ion 
with the exception in labia l v^ere the release burst- m^/oT 
aspiration noise i s a wes^ cor place cu©'^  
Th& plao© retroflexion of voioeless stops /t ,1j / does 
not bdiave in the same mi^ner as I t behaves in the i n i t i a l 
position of OVC syllables where integration of burst sind 
Towel t ransi t ion i s a pre-requisl te for retroflexion (Stevens 
end Blumstein, 1975j Ahmad and Gupta, 198o). ^ i s difference 
in the resul t may be attr ibuted to the different positions 
of retroflex stops in a syl lable . 
The voiced burst i s almost sufficient (80)6) for the 
voicing identification in voiced stops. The contribution 
of vocalic tramsltion or aspiration noise (only in voiced 
aspirates) to the voicing identification i s of "ttie same order 
and equal to 4QJ6 ig^proximately. The occlusion in terval , in 
voiced stops, f i l l ed with ^ o t t a l pulsing i s important for 
the voicing identification as i t s deletion causes to drop 
do>«i the voicing Identification sfores (Pigs. IIX-6 and 
I I I - 8 , ES-voiclng) with the exception of sounds having 
voiced release burst,^ 
There i s em improvement in the perception score of 
aspiration feature ^ « n vowel t r ^ s i t i o n i s removed from 
the stimuli containing vowel tremsition plus ggp pins 
aspiration noise. This finding shows that the vowel t r«»s i -
tion preceding -ttie gap plus aspiration noise acts as a masker 
of aspiration feature. The identification of aspiration 
feature remains unaltered when the i n i t i a l consonsnts with 
i t s vowel transit ion m& the steady-state vovml i s deleted 
from the C7C syllable. This observation shows that there i s 
no increase in masking effect when stimuli containing vowel 
trsmsition plus gap pins aspiration noise are preceded by 
the steady-state vowel and the i n i t i a l consonant,^ 
I I1-3 .3 . Conclusions 
• Release burst i s a stronger place and manner (voicelessness) 
one than the vocalic transit ion in un^^pirated voiceless stops, 
but, in the i r voiced counterparts i t i s t rue only v^en the 
release burst i s voiced.' 
• The vocalic transition^ in voiced stopsi i s a be t te r but 
not a sufficient place cue than in voiceless stops^ 
• 111 "ttie three ePoustio cues (vowel t ransi t ion, gap/V3, 
release burst) are necessary for the recognition of unePpi-
rated stops ^ e r e a s in the i r aspirated counterparts, the removal 
of vowel transit ion from vo>«l transit ion plus gap plus aspi-
ration noise gives an improveniwit in the perception of 
correct score.^ 
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• Plaoe feature in aspirates oould be sufficiently iden t i -
fied by aspiration noise and ie a bet ter plaoe cue thein the 
vocalic t rans i t ion , 
• Aspiration feature i s masked by the vowel t ransi t ion which 
precedes "ttie gap plus aspiration noise,' 
i3y?tj^0^n,4 
Q^wpflXaUY^ Digcuggip^ Qf StypBi IpX^fiX n7^& g^nflj, 
In th i s section we raaJce a comparative study of the 
contributions of different acoustic cues for correct and/ 
features identifications of stop consonants in sy l lab le - in i t i a l 
and final posit ions, 5!able I I I -7 presents a comparative s t a t e -
ment of the contributions of C7/VC (vocalic) t rans i t ions to 
correct and features identifications of stop consonants^ I t 
i s observed that the contribution of C? transi t ion to the 
recognition of voiceless unaspirated {TL Vk) stops (average, 
80^) i s significantly higher than tha t of voiced unaspirated 
(VSOA) stops (average, 18)^). The average recognition scores 
of TIHA Btops i s raised to 93^ i f the retroflex / t / (4G5i5) 
i s not consideredJ / t / could be recognised only >feen burst 
and vowel transit ion are perceived together (Stevens and 
Blurastein, 1975| Jttuaad apd Gupta, 1960),' The poor recogni-
t ion of voieed stops from CV transi t ion (18^) i s due to un-
recogniaability of the voicing for which 7B, a necessary, 
but may not be a sufficient, cue for Hindi voiced stops 
(Gupta et a l , , 1973i AlMad and Qiipta, 1980), i s missing trm 
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the s t imal l , fix^ plaP6 Identlfloation, hoverer* of i n i t i a l 
VTJUA stop* i s 0ttbstentla3.1y h i ^ e r (63^) th«n thtia? correot 
scores, ^Kils score could be further raised to 85)8 i f ne 
n e ^ e c t the case of /e/ in /ga^ /• ' I t i s seen fton the 
Pig, III-2»d (BS-plaoe) that the information of the plase 
of art iculation of /g/ i s l o s t completely as soon e» the hurst 
i s deleted from the syl lable, This i s supported by the findings 
of Ostreioher and Sharf (t976),- SPhio finding i s further 
strength«ied by the resul t s of the eocperiments on synthetic 
speech of Anisworth (I968) ^ 0 found, Uiat in contrast to A / 
and /&/, the frequency of burst in / g / was a more important 
determinant of identif ication then tbe formamt trsflositlon,^ 
Shus the identification of consonemtal plaete of artionlation 
from OV trensi t ion i s In confirmation with the studies of 
synthetic speech in that a major peroeptuefl. cue for the oonso-
nepitel place of articulation i s the variation in "ttie second 
(Oeoper e t a l . , 1952| Iiiberm^ et al. ' , 1954) ^ d the thi rd 
(Harris et eiX,, 1958) formants,' 
Table II1-7 further reveals l^at VO trePsit ion gives r i se to 
la rger correot identification (average, 38^) for TWk stops than 
for VI3UA<average 28)?) ones. However, t h e place perception of 
VDDA stops (sverage, 56^} i s be t ter than that of TWJA stops 
(etverage, 45^)•' The poor iden t i f i ab i l i ty of stops consonants 
from 7C transi t ion may be due to the fact that almost a l l the 
stops in syllable-final are released ones end the infoxmation 
8r )
contained In release burst i s not available vliile using 
VC transi t ion alone. $he resu l t s , however, are contradicted 
by Sharf and Hemtyer (1972) and by Sharf and Beiter (1974) 
who found that TO transi t ion i s sufficient for Ihe reoogni-
tion of stop conson^ts in English syl lable-f inal^ This 
difference in the resul ts may be due to the different Ismguages 
used in the studies, 5he final stop consonants in English 
are found to be usually unreleased so the l i s teners are quite 
habifcual in recognising the final stops by VC transit ion alone,^ 
I t may thus be concluded that , in general, the perceptual 
weight Carried by the CV transi t ion i s substantially la rger 
than that carried by VC transition? however, individual «0 
exceptions, e .g . , the case of / t / and / g / , do ex is t s 
fhe finding, that CV transit ion i s a bet ter perceptual 
cue than VC tr^flasition, i s subtgpitlated by MacNeilage and 
Declerk (1969) \4ho, in a study of motor control of coarticu^ 
lat ion in OVO syllabla, concluded that CV unit i s more cohesive 
than the VC unit.^ This implies that vowel transi t ion would be 
a bet ter cue for the identification of i n i t i a l consonants in CV 
utterances than for the 1 den t i fie a* ion of final consonants in 
VC utteraneesw' 
5he place of articulation of unaspirated stop consonants, 
from the vocalic transit ion in both posit ions, i s identified 
to about BO^ \^©rea» the i r correct identification i s of the 
order of 40^» This iniproveaent in identif ication of place of 
art iculat ion i s mostly due to the Voiced stops \^ioh show 
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conjfusions with the voiceless toiaspirated stops of the 
sajne place of ar t iculat ion, The identif ication scores of 
the place of art iculation of labials are maaclnmra v^ereai 
those of ve lars , wllli the exception of i n i t i a l /k/# aJ^ e of 
the minifflum order/ 
The aspirated stops cepnot "be reco^ilsed without the 
aspiration noise. The vocalic t ransi t ion of i n i t i a l aspirated 
stops has h4wrdly gpy perceptual Infontnation of the sounds as 
the terminating part of the t ransi t ion (place cue) present In 
the aspiration noise (Schatas, 1954 eiPd l>erkell, 1969) has been 
removed \dth the deletion of -the noise. However, VC t r« i s i t i on 
oontrihutes to about 5596 towards the place identification of 
aspirated stops in syllable-final (Table 1II-7, p a r ^ t h e s l r d 
data) . 
The data of voicing identif icat ion, for TDDA stops, 
show that VB is more importsint in sy l lab le- In i t ia l than in 
syl lable-f inal . VC trsmsitlon gives 3rf.se to 40^ voicing 
identif ication -v^ereas 07 treoasition to about 25si?, The 
voicelessness, by vocalic t ransi t ion, i s bet ter identified 
for i n i t i a l VlUA atops (95?6) than for final VKJA stops 
(525^ 6), However, the volcing/voioelessness identification 
of aspirated stop* in »yilable-final i s of the order of 
45^ - 55.^ using vocalic transit ion efi a cue (Table 1II-7, 
parsfathesised data)1^ 
Table I I I - 8 , presents a con^jaratlve data regarding 
the contribution of release burst taken en a perceptual cue 
for the i n i t i a l and final -positioni ef the stop consonants 
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ve in CVC syllaWes* I t may be noted, howy, that "the release 
Imrst of TDUA stops in i n i t i a l position also Inolnaes VB -
a necessary "but not a sufficient cue for voicing, preceding 
the release burst, ' 
I t i s seen that the burst carries sufficient information 
(85^) for the correct perception of TLtJA i n i t i a l s tops, xd-th 
an escoeption of the retroflex / t / x-Aiere ^ integration of 
burst and vowel transit ion i s essential for i t s recognition,^ 
However, no perceptual information i s contained in the release 
burst of 'VnUA stops in sy l l ab l e - i n i t i a l , ^ e correct scores 
are substgntially sniall for VLTJA stops (40^) in final position; 
thougji the recognition level improves g l i ^ t l y (27Ji5) in the 
Case of / t / . Thus the release burst of TlitJA stops carr ies 
heavier perceptual we i^ t in i n i t i a l position of OVO syllgSJle 
thsn in final position which i s in support of the observations 
of Winita et a l . (1972) who found that burst , in ihe i n i t i a l 
voiceless stops /p , t , l c / Carries more perceptuaL w e i ^ t than 
the w e i ^ t carried by the burst in final voiceless stops. I t 
i s further observed that the voiced burst* of TStJA stops(67^) 
Is a bet ter perceptual cue thcpa the voiceless burst of VlUA 
stops (40;^) In syllable-final vAiich I s in agreement with 
the resul ts of Kalecot (1958) end Maleeot and Mndheimer (1966)^ 
However, th is contribution of voiced burst of 7WX stops, i f 
the preceding TB i s also included l i ke the burst of VDUA stops 
• Speotrographic study shows that voiee burst has been obtained 
only in syllables ending with / d / and /d / . ' 
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in I n i t i a l position, improves to ^0(f/> (not shovai In the 
t a b l e ) . 
The improvement in Identifioation of plaOe of a r t i -
oulation, as Is oTwlous from the T^l& 111-8, over the 
correct scores i s due to the shift of the respoTV& i^s 
of voiceless/or voiced stops into the i r asplrated/or 
voiceless cognates, 
A statanent regarding the contrilyutlon of aspiration 
noise to the correct, place and manner (voicing/or voice-
lessness) identifications of aspirated stops i s presented 
in Table I I I - 9 , I t may be noted that burst in syllable-
final could not be separated out from the aspiration noise 
and hence the perceptual contribution of burst • aspiration 
noise together has been (termed 'aspiration noise») recorded 
for both consonantal positions,^ 
The aspi^ration noise (Table, IIX-9) i s seen to be a 
stronger perceptual cue in i n i t i a l stops (6651?, correct 
scores) than in final ones (49^)i voiceless aspirated (TLjlSP) 
stops are bet ter recognised in i n i t i a l position (95^) than 
in f inal position (58^) vjhereas voiced aspirated (YDASP) 
stops are tcjually (approx.^ 30^) recognised In the two posi-
tions althougji "ttie voiced stimuli in i n i t i a l position hstve 
VB, a voicing cue preceding the aspiration noise.^ Thus i t 
• Aspiration noise In i n i t i a l voioed stops also includes 
VB preetding the noise? 
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i5)pearfl tliat YB preceding the noise does not enhajaoe the 
recognition level of i n i t i a l VDilSP stops.' However, i f the 
VB sflid aspiration noise are perceived together, the reoognl-
t ion level of VDASP stops in f inal position enhences to 76^ 
Tahle 111-9 further reveals that the perceptual 
information contained in gjSpiration noise i s sufficient 
(of the order of 80)i& or more) for the identif ication of plaPe 
of art iculation of consonants in both positions with -ttie 
exception of /p / in f inal position, The placse feature of 
7ItiJ31» stops in i n i t i a l position (97)6) i s bet ter identified 
then in final position (73j^) -whereas the VBASP stops hgive 
a lmost the sepie iden t i f iab i l i ty (eopprox," 90^) of place 
feature in the two positions. ' This be t te r recognition of 
place of art iculation in i n i t i a l position may be attr ibuted 
to the fact that the aspiration noise in sy l lab le - in i t i a l 
contains the terminating part of the vowel tralhsitlon (Schatz, 
1954? Perkell , 1969), may be voiceless, \Mch ie gin impor t^ t 
place cue for the stops (Cooper et al.% 1952; Idberman et al'?, 
1954).^ 
further, i t i s obvious fr<»n Table I I I -9 that the aspira-
tion feature i s bet ter identified in i n i t i a l position (98? )^ 
than In final position (76^)^ 
The plape Infomation contained in release burs t / 
or aspiratien noise of different plaoes of artioulat-
tion in syllabl#-final may be graded firom h i ^ e r t o 
c r)2 
lower values as velar (85^), dental (80^), retrofleac 
(75Ji^ ) aPd labia l (50^) vihereas apooraing to the plaoe Informa-
tion contained in vocalic t ransi t ion i s as laMal Oo^) , 
retroflex (65)15), dental (45/15) and velar (30^), This, shows 
that the vocalic transit ion and release burst /or aspiration 
noise act as complementary place cues for "Hie stops in final 
position of cnro syllablei-
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CHAPTER . IV 
gRIOATIVES IN HPTPI 
Seotion-IV.1 
Voiceless fi:4oatlves are produced as a resul t of 
turlDulent a i r flow oeeased by a oonatrlotlon at one point or 
the other In the vooaL t r a c t . The acoustic manifestation 
of th is event i s the •fr ict ional noise* having variable 
in tens i t i es over a wide renge of fre<|aencies. 
Hu^es and Halle (1956), in a study of voiceless 
fr icat ives / s / and /[/, found that turbulence (fti-etionol 
noise) alone i s sufficient to recognise them, Harris (1958) 
performed a perception experiment in v^iich turbulence from 
one syllable followed the vocalic t ransi t ion of another and 
found that turbulence alone i s sufficient to identify voice-
l e s s f r ica t ives . In another experiment, Heinz and Stevens 
(I96I) eotposed -ttieir l i s t eners to simplified synthetic 
sounds of ( i ) isolated turbulence (constant durations of 
200 ms), ( i i ) turbulence • steady-state vowel / a / ( l , e , 
t ransi t ionless sy l lable) , and ( i l l ) turbulence • t ransi t ion 
• steady-state vowel /e/» They observed that on the basis 
of turbulence cue alone, l i s t eners responded / $ / for low 
frequency pole (around 2,5KHz) and / s / for h i ^ e r fretjuency 
pole (around 5KH2), They also found that mgxlmum responses 
of fr icat ives were obtained with the stliauli of type ( l i l ) .^ 
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Later, I«aRiviere e t a l . (1975-'b) conducted an eacperiment 
almost oimilar to that of Heinz ^ d Stevens with natural 
07 sounds and found that /e/ and /[/ are recognised by 
noise alone* 
Ihe perceptual effect of noise duration In fr icatives 
has heen studied by several Investigators, Qerstmsn (1956) 
and Ahmad and Gupta (1978) found 1*iat noise duration i s ^ 
iiaportsint cue to distinguish among fr icat ives ,aff r ica tes , snd/ 
or stop consonants. Ear l ier , Jones (1952) found that the 
truncation of the spoken / s / tape would ultimately resul t 
in the perception of / t / , Grimm (1966), in a study of 
f r icat ives / s / ^ d / 5 / , found that the successive deletion 
of the noise and transit ion ftom the C7 syllables would 
resul t in the generation of voiceless jsid voiced stops in 
order. Ohman (1962) made a segmentation study of VC57 syllables 
(natural Swedish) and found, for 07 stimuli, that noise dura-
tion i s a v i t a l cue to distinguish the fr icat ives from the 
stopst when the nois« duration i s short the sound i s heard 
BM a stop "ndiereas i t i s heard as a f r icat ive when the dura-
t ion i s long. 
©le studies pertaining to the perceptual responses of 
f r icat ives in the f inal positions of syllables as a function 
of the systematic variation of the vowel t ransi t ion and noise 
durations hare not been reported sufficiently in llteittture,* 
SiZS 
Moreover, Hindi posstS/ an additional laryngeal feature 
-aspirat ion, characterised by the presence of noise in I t s 
BpeotxiOB thou^i iStie positions of oonstrlotloa for 
aaplTated as w«ll as fi?loatlir» sounds art different In 
the vooal tr-aot, therefore. I t was "ttiou t^ Uiat the 
reduetion of noise duration of Hindi irittatlves In final 
position of syllables could give rise to peroeptual 
responses In aspirated affrloates m^ot stops» the 
counterparts of unasplrated sound as ©"btalned t>y Tarylng 
the noise duration of the frieatlves In iitie Inltlt^ 
position of C'VO sylla^lss* Xhus It can he s e ^ that hut 
for Ghaan (1962) and OTIBB (1966), the studies of relative 
perceptual Importance of various acoustic attrllmtes In 
Initial frloatlvesr> ,as cues hy sequential se^aentatlon of 
syllables h^ ore not been ade<]uately oarrled out* therefore 
a perception esEperlment on sc ient ia l segramtatlon of Hindi 
CVC s^lal»le8 was oaxrled out iiith the purpose of Investl* 
gating the following aspectst ( l ) dues responsible for 
Identlfloation of / i / «id /^/ in Inl t l i l mA final posl^efis 
of syllables* (11) The variation In perceptual responses 
«h«i syllables containing fricatives In initial and final 
positions «f QfQ sounds are either lengthened or ^ortened 
progressively by se^foentlelly adding (BS) or deltlng (BS) 
• f 10 • • sefiieiits^ 
the vsiMlts gad dilLsucslens of Hie initial mt finad 
f^isatives hgre been deDsrlbed la seeUons 2 md 5 of this 
•haiiter* the eiiB»ay»tlir« ilfonssion ef the tws pesitleRi 
ant the conclunienf imm ^m ths stiily liare been glvsn 
in ssetlen 4, 
9G 
TABIiE IV-1, Durations (ms) of turlmlence aPd vowel 
transi t ion of fi^icatlves in the I n i t i a l jind 
final positions in CVC syllables. 
M 
Turtiale-
nce 
I n i t i a l 170 
Second fo2>-
maPt t rans i -
tion 
70 
/x/ 
Turbule-
nce 
190 
Second for-
msnt 
transit ion 
40 
Final 270 50 320 70 
mORl^ J^yffl ^^ g.Yllfl.'bait-3:nltiga, 
Several ea r l i e r e35)erlments in natural and in 
synthetic speech have ehoum that turlnilenc© alon© i s eaftt-
oient to recognise f r ica t ives . However, Heina and Stevens 
(I96I) with synthetic soimds have fotmd that turbulence • 
vocalic t ransi t ion gives better response than turbulence 
used alone, 
A survey of l i t e ra tu re speaks of the limited number 
of studies of syllable^final fr icatives as compared to the 
sufficiently large number of references s(V a i l able for the 
sy l lab le - in i t i a l f r ica t ives . The syl lable^ini t ia l Hindi 
f r icat ives ^ r e thus studied to compare l a t e r with the 
perceptual results of the syllable-final ones,^ 
IV-2.1, Reflulte 
A measure of the dtirations of transit ion tfid turbulence 
of i n i t i a l and final fr icat ives has been presented in 
fable IV-.1, I t ce» be seen that durations of turbulence 
for final fricatives are greater than "ttiose of the i n i t i a l 
ones. This observation i s in good agreement with the 
findings of Abbs and Minifie (I969) vfro found that duration 
of turbulence of fricative / » / in VC syllable i s twice the 
Value recorded in 07 syl lable . The durations of transit ions 
of i n i t i a l fr icatives ar« of the same order as has been 
found by lehis te eihd Pttrosen (1961), 
fOO ^ 
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i'lG. IV-1. Percentfge IrtentlflcatlonB of Oorreot anrt fe-^turea o f / a / 
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voioinR (voloelesHneaa) fepturea of BS curves HUporlmpoee over eaoh 
other. 
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Results of oorrecst suad features Identification for 
BS and ES stimuli of eash f r ica t ive are being discussed 
separately In the following. Percentage identification 
with different cut-points for BS sind ES s t lmil i of each 
f r ica t ive have "been shoxn in Jigs, ' 17-1 and IV-2, 
iT-2 .1 .1 . Pgiffatiy^ / a / (g^«, i^>i) 
be 
Correctt-»» I t may/observed that 100 ms of noise from i t s 
onset (BS-correct) i s recfuired to perceive / s / to about 
90^ \dierfias only 20 ms of the end part of noise with the 
vocalic transit ion (ES-correct) i s sufficient to obtain laie -^^ ^^ 
order of recognition, 
Plfloei- Place identification remains the same as correct one 
for the BS s t imul i . Prom the ®5 stimuli curve (-plaoe), 
however, one finds that when most of the noise i s removed 
(leaving only 10 ms of the noise, from i t s offset, in tac t 
with the res t part of OTO syl lable) , the f r ica t ive responded 
as stop / t / DiJiich has got same place of art iculat ion as / s / • 
The stop / t / cont- inues to be responded t i l l 20 ms of the 
beginning part of the vocaLlc t ransi t ion i s removed, Thus 
place remains identified within the terminating part of vowel 
t ransi t ion v^ereas for correct identlfloatien a t l eas t 20 ms 
of the noise from i t s offset along with the vocalic t ransi t ion 
i s needed (Pig, IV-I, BS-correct), k slinilar resu l t , for the 
response of / s / in / t / , was also observed by Jones (1952) vAio 
demonstrated that vhen onset of the noise of / s / i s erased 
from the recording, i t i s heaidas / t / . 
lOOf tfiiM|lHMlMWUI<UHMiUnJMH<UMUNMMHki JMbJiMNMPi 
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yoiolnfgt- The volcelessness identif ication follows a 
pattern similar to that of plaPe feature, 
Correoti^ I t i s again observed tha t approximately 100 ms 
noise (BS-oorreot) from i t s onset i s needed to perceive 
/ j / to 80^. During the BS stimuli response. A / shows a 
marked confusion of 20/ to 30/ with /ty/ aaad a smaller one 
with / t ^ / , the two hgying the same plaoe of articulation as 
When the. noise from i t s onset in the GVO syllable i s 
deleted, one finds that only 80 ms of the end par t of the 
noise followed "by vocalic t ransi t ion i s enou^ to identify 
the f r icat ive to 87^ ( iS-eorreot) . 
Placet* The place feature identif ication level reaches 80^ 
v*ten l i s teners perveive the stimuli containing approximately 
one third of the beginning part of the t o t a l noise (Hv, IV-2, 
BS-place), The sound / j / confuses wHii / t ^ / during the 
deletion of noise and thus i t i s found from Fig, IV-.2 tha t 
the place feature stands identif ied t i l l 30 ms of the end 
part of noise i s in tac t with the remaining par t of the OVC 
syl lable. This ple^e identification ceases v^en a further 
20 ms of noise i s deleted subsecjufflitly,'' 
Voclngi* Identification of volcelessness i s similar to the 
place feature identification for the BS stiBmll, During the 
ES stimuli, the volcelessness i s identified (more than 8(^) 
100 
t i l l the to t a l noise aind 10 ms of Tooalio trgjasition i s 
removed. On deletion of another 10 ms of vocalic t rensi t ion, 
voioelessness identif ication drops to 47)fc end vanishes after 
the removal of the following 1o ms segment. 
I t may he observed (Fig, 17-2, ES stimuli) that on 
deletion of noise, 1*ie correct identif ication vanishes f i r s t 
followed hy the plaicse of ar t iculat ion. At the point «^ere 
place vanishes the voicelessness i s completely identified in 
that / ^ / gets confused with the retroflesc / t / having sm adjacent 
place of ar t iculat ion, 
IV-2.2. J)^p(^Q§^,m ^ 
The study i s in confirmation with the resu l t s of "ttie 
ea r l i e r workers who established that turbulence (fr icat ive 
noise) i s sufficient for the correct perception of f r ivat ives . 
However, the duration of noise preceding the vocalic t ransi t ion 
required to perceive the fr icat ives i s l e s s thein the requisi te 
noise duration when the l a t t e r i s perceived alone;^ 
With 10 ms of the end part of noise followed by vocalic 
transit ion or only vocalic t ransi t ion, / s / i s trcinsoribed with 
/ t / , This response in plosive / t / can be explained on "tJie 
basis of the second formant transi t ion for vowel /a/J This 
t ransi t ion Mdiich ref lects the place of art iculat ion of the 
preceding consonant, points to a position appropriate for / t / 
because they have the sajoi place of «rtlculation In Hindi 
(ihmed and Agrawia., 1969),' fhe role of second formapt t r ans i -
t ion in the perception of Mk9 plase of art iculat ion ©f stops 
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i s well knowi ddbermaja e t oL,, 1954). 
Coliffla (personal ooimnunioatlon) In a study of segmented 
sounds of C7C syllables observed that yfiieti 25 ma noise of 
i n i t i a l f r icat ive was l e f t intaPt with the res t par t of the 
syl lable , the remairing sound was heard as / t / ( /sin/-3/t in/) 
whereas we observed that for the some duration of noise (20 ras 
of the end part of noise of / s / followed by vooalic trsaisition 
and final consonant) ^prosiiaately, the fr icat ive i s recognised 
to more than 805& \? lg . IT-I , ES-Correot), Tha disoreptnoy and 
the contrast in the two resul ts may be explained on the bs^is 
of the lagttgagTes studied. Cohen used English language whioh 
has greater valu© of 700?«.the time interval between release 
of the stop closure ^ d the onset of voicing, for / p , t , k / 
in oomparision to the value of VCQJ in Hindi (Idsker eiPd Abraaason, 
1964). ^ u s a larger duration of noise preceding the voice 
onset i s needed to perceive I n ^ i s h voiceless plosives thgflti 
the Hindi ones,* 
Grimm (1966), in a study of se^entat lon of OV sounds, 
found that by deleting the successive segments of noise end 
transit ion in case of / « / , the tendencies of responses for 
manipulated sounds were as / s / ^ / t / V W ^ / « ^ similar varia-
tion in percep-^al responses of / • / , ©n the r«noval of neise 
aind t ransi t ion, were elso observed in Swedish by Ohman (1962).' 
However, in the present study , on deletion of successive 
segments of n<»i»e and t rans i t ion , l&e response9 are not found 
to be in T©lctd stops as observed by Grimm and ®hin». %» 
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difference in the two resul ts may be due to the absence 
of VB which i s a necessary cue for i n i t i a l voiced stops 
in Hindi (Ahmad and Oapta, 1980). 
Hoise daration i s ein estahlished cue to malsi d is t inc-
tion among f r ica t ives , affricates and stops,^ I t i s ohserved 
from the response of /\/ t l iat , on deletion of the beginning 
part of noise, fr icat ive turns into affricate ( /Sab /->/t^ab / , 
93-100^) vghich has s'sme place of art iculat ion as / 5 / . ' ^Phis 
shif t of response of truncated /\/ into fX\f may be due to 
the presence of vocalio t rans i t ion, a strong place cue 
(MbeiBian, 1954), preceded by the lesser duration of noise. 
Moreover, the spectrographic study reveals that the acoustic 
character is t ic of noise in tacwncated / / i s similar to that 
of the originally spok^ / t / . On further deletion of noise, 
response of f\/ f a l l s s^prcaimately 80^ into / t / {/^eUdf^/^/t^ ab^/? 
/ t ah / ) , a retrolleat sound having a plaoe of art iculat ion 
ad;}aoent to / j / . ' 
I t has also been observed ( resul t s have not been presented 
here) tha t i^^ en the successive segDaents of noise from original 
/ t j / i s deleted, the response fa l l s into / t / (/tjan /-^/iTeXi/), 
She response of /[/ cjid /t\/ into / t / » on the deletion of 
noise from the i r onsets, shows that Hindi f r icat ive / $ / snd ^f-
f r i c a t i /t\/ m i ^ t be having a manner of retro|*l«xion,' 
A similar study of variations in perceptual response 
was made by Oerstraan (1956) who performed a t ^ e cutting 
io:^ 
TABLE 17-2, ConfUslon matrix of BS and E3 stimuli at different 
cut-points of final voiceless fr icat ive / a / in 
syllable /was/ . 
-
Cut 
-po in ts 
(ms) 
• — 50 
- 40 
- 30 
- 20 
- 10 
# • 0 
• 10 
• 20 
• 30 
• 40 
• 50 
•f 6o 
• 70 
• 80 
4 90 
•100 
•110 
•120 
•130 
•140 
•150 
•160 
/ s / 
1 
1 
1 
5 
12 
14 
15 
15 
-
BS 
/V 
1 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
Responses o f s t i m u l i 
A/ 
4 
3 
2 
6 
2 
Others 
2 
2 
2 
/ s / 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
12 
11 
9 
6 
8 
ES 
/tV others 
2 
1 
2 
3-
1 
AOXL±A^ 
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Cut 
•.points 
(ma) 
•170 
•180 
•190 
•200 
•210 
•220 
•230 
•240 
•250 
•260 
•»» 4.270 
Responses of s t imuli 
B3 ES 
_ j ; ^ /fe/ Othese /B/ / I ? / Others 
8 
7 
7 
6 
3 
2 
2 
1 
6 
5 
7 
6 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
• Vowel transition onset. 
•* Vowel transition offset/Prlcative noise onset, 
«»• Fricative noise offset. 
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experiment in vhieh noise duration of syllaW* A * / (as 
In /shop/) was shortened progressively. He found that "by 
removing approximately half of the in i t ia l part of noise* 
the syllable A9/ was heard as an affcloate / t j a / (as in 
/Chop/). Ilhen most of the frlcatlTe noise was remoredf the 
syllahle was heard hy the listeners as /k^/ and "by the others 
as / tf l / , the two having places of articulation (on either 
sides of the fricative) adjaosnt to fri^atlTe / 5 / . 
The perceptual study ot the fl?idatlves tn final position 
of 83/llable i s not sufficiently srailable in literature,^ More-
over, the reduction of noise duration in in i t ia l position of 
syllable ogfosed the fricatives to "be changed into art if ic ial 
aff5?icate and/or stops of the same pla^e of articulation. In 
such stimuli vowel transition, a strong pla^e cue, i s always 
present and may be responsihle for the art i f ie lal sounds to 
fa l l into the sesae plePe of articulation. The present study 
therefore, aims to t e s t , i^ eth<»* such behaviour i s also oheerved 
by reduetlon of noise duration of final fricatives \diere vowel 
transition i s net present,' 
17-3.1. IfigHlit 
The durations of aooustio parePiters ot final voiceless 
fricatives have heen presented in Ta1>le XT-I. The variations 
in correct and feature identlfloatiens of sounds for two types 
of stlKuU (BS ipid as) have been drawn in Wgs.^ IT-.3 and IV-4'/ 
lOOr 
6 0 -
i.c4s.v. T FRICTiONAL NOISE 
p 20h 
p -310^ -80 
g i o o 
I4f 
60 
(B.$) 
J, / //r\ i*mi-ii-|4|wirrirrnri"*nq«'yi'iin4>i 
••160 
iBWHJI^ Jiiiii M l III Hil i lPWPiJ 
4-240 4200 
t ,Twrr ,Tn i r i rmi r ,—iw w w i • • < • WiQWJWiMBliti 
01 \v~ a-310"-80 
„ j « 
0 f80 +165 
TIME IN MILLISECONDS 
CE.S) 
t240 +280 
i?IC», IV'-3, Percentage I d e n t i f t c i t i o n e of c o r r e c t arid .featiirea of 
/ a / in / w a s / . Cor roo t , plaon and voic ing (volcelesifinesfl) f ea tu res 
of BS. during tlio l a t e r pni't of cnrv>^a md of 33 -•luring the Ta«ginning 
p a r t of "!i-r"".° ""rieriiiipoKe over ARCII o thur . 
l O G 
The confusion patterns of sounds / a / and / 5 / have aloo 
been shown in Tables IV-.2 an* IV-3, respectively, 
IV-3.1.1 FK^q&Ur^ MV (Hf^n IV-?) 
Correctt» I t i s seen that on presenting the stliaali , 
containing only vocalic transit ion ( i n i t i a l consonant • 
steadyi-state vowel • vowel t rsnei t ion to the f inal consonant) 
as cue, to the l i s t ene r s , / s / shows a confusion with stop 
/ t / of fisne plase end / k / of adjacent plaPe of ar t iculat ion. 
By including 30-40 ms of noise to the vocalic t ransi t ion, 
the responses remain in stops end on further addition of 
noise the responses shift to f r icat ive sind / s / i s recognised 
to 80/ when stimuli containing 60 ms of noise preceded "by 
vocalic t ransi t ion i s presented to the l i s t ene r s . On subse-
quent inclusion of two segments each of 10 ms recognition 
level i s raised to lOOj?, 
ES stimuli curve ( H g , IV-3-correot) shows that appro-
ximately half of the «fna par t of "ttie noise i s sufficient for 
80^ recognition, from th i s cut-point ^len noise duration Is 
further decreased by the removal of successive t o ms segnents 
of the noise, the recognition drops consistently aind reaches 
a low 20 when the f inal (approximately) one fourth part of 
the neise i s pefceived, 
Plaeet- The vocalic t ransi t ion gives r i se to 33^ of place 
identif ication (BS - place) , and on further addition of 
noise, the place identification fellows i^e nature of correct 
100 
60 
o 20H 
3 QLIU 6L 
ce.s) 
Tier •ISO T M ^ N -^SgO 
^ @ FRICTIONAL NOISE 
0 +80 -j-ISO 
TIME IN MILLISECONDS 
4-240 -1-320 
FIG. IV-4. Percrntare ident i f ieot iona of correct and features of 
/ / / m / p e / / . Correct, ploco ari-3 voicliiR (voicelossnesej) feotaroa 
of BS durin- the end p^rt of curvea and of E3 durln?: the beglnnlTie 
p.-rt o/ cTirvQD n-p^rimmope over e-cVi other . 
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out thiyi 9i Itht aoist APOB it« oii««t i t «A«ta to Hi* 
•Mali* trmaltiw. 
IS «tliiiU <mvr« (Hi* X?*5) «f id«itifi«fttioti «f 
pla9ft of artioalatiois olioiMi iihst tho r«i«vidl of i^ xoadU 
natoly htHf of '^o beglimiiig p«rt of noiot in *Adi«ioii to 
the tiwioitioBia OHO dooo not affoot tlio |Mire^ti«tt* On 
fax^et aol«tii»i of aoiso tho iAontlfiOAtion of plt»% 
foatave Aoiroaats t&m&T md diiopa to €0^ iihon i^voxlaatoly 
eno nmm^ (40 MI> of tho ana past of tli« noioo i« voopondoa 
toi It o<mfu... .!«> th. . « l » t . « p l - l * . /1^/ h«rlng th. 
stiio plaoa of a3rtioul.atioii» Wmtmmft no i^ i«»o idontifieation 
io otHioyroa on fHHIioiF a^otim of S^  no of noiso*^  
Toiaii^ ffi** Vov B9 atiwOii iroloiQlooflnomi iaantifioation ^ 
t2Ptfiaiti<maa. out ia battar t!ifl9i Hia filaeo ono, flit aotma 
oonf^ti n i ^ iroioidaaa ateyo / t / tfia /k/^ l^ atar^  on Miaitian 
of naioag ita iaantifioation ia •isil.av to ^at of iilaiio*^  flit 
IS atiflMli svaponaoa foy Hia iaantillaation of •eioiil.oaanaaa 
as* tlia aipo m theto of Hia plaia of ^ftionlatiw,^ 
X1K»9*1«S« Ifclfliliiti /V f ( I l i i I M i l 
llAiaBigli* Zt ia olwfsiroa I^ MM tlia IB atiMoiU tmvn Hiat an 
aaaitian of lO-JEO m of naiaOf froai ito ona«t» to tho Ttotlia 
tvtfiaitian# ^ o f^ioatlTo /^/ i t sotopdooa to 100^' 
BS atlHkli. oiisra C^oossoit) alio«« tiiat aMgr Hi* no&ta ^ 
ia anflioiont to iaantif^ ^ # fina f»itatiTO /S / ; Qi atlo*. 
tion af onioiooivo atpMiita of noiit imm i t t iMioii» tiio 
•ne 
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recognition decreases gradually and comes dovn to 20)^  \^0n 
only two fifth of the end part of noise i s perceived,* 
Plaeei* In the "beginning of B3 stimuli containing only vocalic 
t ransi t ional cue (in addition to the i n i t i a l consonant uliioh 
does not affect the perception of final consonant), the sound 
i s confiised with / t $ / and / j / v*iich hec^ re same place of a r t i -
culation m f\/ and gives r i se to 55515 identif icat ion. On 
addition of 10 ms of noise the place of ar t iculat ion i s 
identified completely (100)15). 
ES stimuli curve (Pig, IV'-4#-plaCe) shows that even 
after the removal of spproxlmately two third of the beginning 
part of noise including t ransi t ional cue (of course, "besides 
the removal of the i n i t i a l consonant and the steady-state 
vowel) the plaOe remains 80^ identified as i t confuses wilJi 
the aspirated affricate fXyf having the same place of 
art iculat ion, Iiater, on further removal of noise the place 
identification f a l l s and resPhes a low \^f lAien approximately 
one f if th of the end part of the noise alon« i s perceived lay 
the subjects,^ 
Yoicingi- Identification of voicelessness exhibits a pattern 
similar to place identification for BS stimuli,^ 
Howefver, the BS stimuli eurre (Pig,' rr-.4, voicelessness) 
shows that only 50 ms (one tenth approximately) of the f inal 
par t of noise i s sufficient to identify t h i s feature 75^." 
At th is cut-point / 5 / confuses with aspirated retrofleac stop 
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TABIE I V - 3 . Confusion matrix of BS €(Pd ES atlnmli at different 
out-pointB of final voiceless fr icat ive /f/ in 
syllal)le / p a j / . 
Cut 
-points 
(ma) 
Responses of stimuli 
BS BS 
/y hV fV nf others / ; / /t.f/ /«/ fff Otherf 
• - 70 
- 60 
- 50 
- 40 
- 30 
- 20 
- to 
• • ' 0 
• 10 
• 20 
3 
2 
14 
15 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
•100 
•110 
•120 
•130 
•140 
•150 
•l6o 
•170 
•180 
15 
15 
15 
14 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
4 
5 
1 
4 
3 
5 
6 
f 
9 
9 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
contd.«« 
no 
Q . Responses of stimuli 
-points 33 ^ 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
8 
10 
11 
10 
7 
6 
6 
1 
(ma) /f/ /tU / t / / 3 / Others /^/ / t f / /« / / f / Othere 
•190 
•too 
•210 
•220 
•230  3 1 
•240 6 — 3 2 
•250  4 1 
•260  10 1 
•270 13 
•280 13 
•290 11 
•300 5 
•310 3 
• • • •320 
• Vowel transit ion onset 
• • Vowel transi t ion offset/IVioative noise onset 
•*• Prioative noise offset 
I l l 
/yf having a plaoe of art iculat ion adjasent to that of 
/ ^ / , fhe identification ceases on a farther remoraL of 
20 ms of noise,' 
I7»?«2. D|a(?UBsion 
I t i s oljoerved from the data (Tables IV-a and lV-3 
and/or Figs, IV*3 end IV-4) tha t the tarbalence alone Is 
sufficient to reco^iise the f r icat ives in "tiie final positiofn 
of CTO syllables* However, the duration of noise following 
the vocalic t rans i t ion . In order to recognise the f r ica t ive , 
i s much less than i^e noise duration when the l a t e r i s used 
alone to jrecogaise Ifce sape. SSie end part of -ttie noise 
(stlBtuli wl-thout vowel t ransi t ion) contrihutes prominently 
towards plaoe identification and i s a stronger plaoe cue than 
the vooallo transition,^ 
furhulence alone in final fr icat ives Is responded 
OS 
to; aspirated affricates and/or stops with the decreasing 
duration of noise in order, (Phese responses in the aspirated 
sounds either of the sasne or adjacent plsoe of art iculat ion 
appear to he due to the similar acoustlo charmeterlstlOB 
(frequency speotruBw) of fr icatives and the corresponding 
affricate aind/or stops containing different noise durationsi 
However, the a r t l f l c l i l affrleate and stop sounds, derived 
from fi?lcatlTes on deletion of sueeisslve segments of neise, 
do not appear to he natural,* 
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and Conclusions 
ffwreiyiUTf 'Piftm§§i^M FgiffaliliTitt M%M m^ nM, 
It hm 'been o1»8«nrea that the p«3;«eption of fsrleativng 
in initiftl gna fitiaS. fositlons of CTO e^lables t> a^cre almost 
in identloaX f ftafoion« ? ^ turbolenoe atloa* iB either position 
i s safficiewt to rteognlso the £rio&tiir99* In the prtsent 
study tho ijttthor has orriTod at a tmi<|uo emd interooting 
otese^ raf^ ion in that the duration of aoiae rs^iired, ^m i t 
preoedos or follow the roeaSJle tr«»i8itioii« i s IOSQ thtsi that 
vUmn i t ia used alens to rooognifi© ISio frioati'res*^ 
AB sjcpoctod, th© redootion of noise dnration of Hindi 
frioatives in syllahle-fincfl. (^ litho^ ut ravml transition) gives 
rise to ptsrooptttal ronponsos in aspirated affricate mS/w 
stops afl they give responses into tmgg!ipirated affricate gpfid/er 
stops ^ea fricatives a??© used in initial position of CVO 
syllahles* 
BhsBef mA Heaoyor (1972) f3*id Sharf find Beiter (1974) 
made peroopt»al studies to evaluate the relative ieiportiaiee 
of err tfsd VC traansition for the recognition of fstloatiYes, 
fhey feund i^^t TO trtfisiticn i s a hotter pereeptuel eue 
then 07 trensitien, fhe ifrerace value of ISieir reocfnitien 
data indicates that / s / is reeoi^sed 3®^  to 40^ 1^ voctid.i« 
(@7 tfsd /VO) trensition nherees reeognitien level of A / *^ 
80JK tqr ^ trmsiticn mA 3tjf> >y 0? traoositien, Contrexgr to the 
abevc* BelliTiere et §1^ (1979*^) reported that recognitieii 
scores ef veieeless fricatives / s / nod /^/ "by CV trensiticR 
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were not more than lOj?. Bi/present study I t waff fotmd 
that there i s no recognition of frioatives hy VO or CV 
traihsitions imless some portion of noise adjapent to 
t r ^ s i t i o n i s also pre sen t | however, t h i s duration of 
noise preceding or following the vocalic t r sns i t ion i s 
smaller thsoa the duration of f r icat ive noise when i t i s 
perceived alone. Thus / J / (finaV I s identified (B"^) by 
adding a very diort segment ( to im) of noise, from i t s 
onset, to the VO trsinsition whereas for / » / , i t needs a b i t 
longer noise duration. Thus from -ttie study we conclude 
that t 
• OJurbttlence alone i s sufficient to recognise the fricatives 
in either position, 
• To reco£:nise Hindi f r ica t ives , the duration of noise 
needed, \^Gti i t precedes or follows the vooalio trcmsi^ 
t lon, i s l ess than iaiat When noise i s perceived a l l by 
itself.^ 
• Duratien of noise i s a definite otie to distinguish gmong 
f r iea t ive i , affricates «ind/or stops. 
• ©n decreasing the nolst duration of i n i t i a l (consists of 
vooalie t ransi t ion plus flna^ eonsonant) sind final (contains 
only noise) f r ica t ives , responses obtained, in order, are 
tiK fellowiit 
InitiiiL ?rieative« 
/•/vvi nhh\Hy 
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• The end part of noise (without vowel trgnalt ion) i s 
also a cue for plape identif ication of f inal fr icatives 
in (JVC syllable*. 
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OHjgTER » y 
OONOIPDING REMARKS 
The study of the u t te rgnea- ln l t la l voloeless etopB 
reveals that the btirst aPd Tocallo trgjnsltlon carry e^aX 
perceptual load in recognizing / p> t , k / | eePh cue la sufflolgnt 
a l l by I tae l f . SPhe voiceless retroflax stops / t , ±^/ are 
correctly identified Wten the tvo oueo-hurst and vowel t r ans i -
t ion/or aspiration noise are perceived together* 3?hls finding 
indicates that the perception of voiceless retroflex stops 
involves at l eas t a two par t judgement, i . e . , hurst perception 
i s held in short t«na ia®iiory t int i l the t ransi t ion (may he 
voioeless during the aspiration noise) slope i s identified* 
When TO, observed only during the beginning part of closure 
period, i s r«noved, the voicing drops from lOO? to tjj? showing 
thereby that VB preceding the release of voided atop in syllable 
i n i t i a l i s a neoessaisr "but may not be a sufficient cue for 
the i r voicing identif icat ion, A br ief beginning par t , 
(20*3o)mB) of stop consonant after the release of olosurt 
(ei ther buret or burst • terminating vowel t rans i t ion/or 
aspiration noise) i s euffieient to identify the pld3e of 
art iculat ion wl'titL some exception* 
In the ease of postovocalie stops, (the eteady^atate 
vowel • t ransi t ion to the censtant) VO transi t ion i s found 
to be insufficient fer the eoneonante identification, ' I t 
i s further noted -^at nene of the cues a l l alone i s sufficient 
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for the correct Identification of stops in syl lable-f lnal 
position* All the three aoouotio oues (namely, vowel 
t ransi t ion, gap/VB ejnd release "buret) are recpiired for 
the reoogttltion of ^otaspirated stops i^ereas in thei r 
aspirated cognates, the recognition levels goes up nikvn 
rowel tremsition i s delated tram the stinmli containing 
vowel t ransi t ion • gap/VB • aspiration noise, 3Jhis may he 
due to the fact tha t the aspiration featare i s masfced by 
vowel trasnsition preceding the gap jsnd aspiration noise i^d 
th i s masking oeoases the responses to f a l l into the i r unaipirated 
cognates as the plaoe information in the two types of stimuli 
i s the esme, 
©le aspiration noise (without vowel t rans i t ion) in 
utter€(noe*^nal position gives bet ter place identif ication 
(80^) than that given by the vocalic t ransi t ion (55^) in 
aspirated stops, The voiced release burst of voiced stops 
i s f&and. to be stronger perceptual owe than the voieelass 
release burst of voiceless stops in sy l l ab l^ i^na l , 
fhe study shonis that post consonantal t ransi t ion i s a 
be t te r plaee cue than the pre-oonsonsntal t ransi t ion and the 
former i s sufficient for the correct identif icat ion of voice-
less stops / p , t , k / njhere the l a t t e r i s no t ; The integration 
of burst and vowel trtfiisition/or aspiration noise i s a pre-
r e v i s i t s to perceive retroflex stops in sy l l§b le - in i t i a l 
while in the syllabie-^inal i t i s not so. Ihe TB i s more 
important for perceiving the i n i t i a l voiced stops than that 
ii t-*^ 
for the tineX iroi9«d etop», Vh« initl«}. stops /^ft^k/ 
*«y »eeo0al«td •Ither by burst or by vooalifi trtfititlon 
D^ersfts in 9yUdbX*»£Lnal all the m%8 exm fotrnd to bt 
ntooftsary for tSioir r«oo0iitiio&« 
fhe study rsveals thitt similar acoustio outs osrry 
dlffsrent poroeptual load for i^ id0ntiflo«(tion of stops 
in aiffsrsnt position. It loads to tb© conoltwion that in 
anditosy porosptiony stop oonsongnts rooognition i s Isrgsly 
dspsndent on the position of the omnm^aa^ in a s^lsbls . 
Regarding suob perceptnsl ssyaBastrieo of onssi Ahnsd snd 
Agrasiral il969)» ttom the study of Hindi stop oonsoBcpts in 
OT0 eyneihlSy inferred thst ^h» initiiA lead fmeil ro^tnH ^vm^ 
sition play en Inporteaatt thou^ different role in reeoi^ti<m 
of oonsonetits, &«Us st iQl, (1957) ti^m the stady of the 
rels plsytd by TO^ HIH trggftudtioin in the peroeption of eonson«gats 
hsTs indioeted that the reoei^itiott of stops depends en tlieir 
positions idlth respect to l^e vowia md the featnre possessed 
by eonsonant and r&wA^ Sharf mt Henteyer (1972) hg^e itlse 
sheiMi that there i« afiymetry in the peroeption of plaise of 
stops f^ ett Teealis tr«psition <!^ tsined l^ eai OT md TO ssrllahXes* 
fbe reason n ^ the init ial tfid final oonsonants tf^e not the 
seiM regayding their peroeption by Tooallo tr^ieition mtcr be 
assigned to the foot the OT atnd TO transitions are not 
sysaietrioia,* the asyMietry in the seoond fozMsnt transition 
in different senteatt has been reported by Stevens et al« (1966) 
and Broad and iertif (1970)» 
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The turbulenoe (f ict ional noise) in ei ther position 
of 070 syllable has "been fotmd to he sufficient to recognise 
the voiceless fSricatives. The duratitm of turhalenee wi-tti 
the preceding gr following vocalic t ransi t ion to recognise 
the fr icat ive i s smaller thm "tiie duration of turbulence 
D i^en i t i s perceived alone. The ahove finding needs a further 
attention to compare the perception of the turtmlenoe of smaH 
duration adjacent to vowel treJisition with and without vowel 
t ransi t ion in different context,which could not "be done in 
the present study. The duration of noise i s found to he a 
definite cue to distinguish ejnong f r ica t ives , affricates 
and/or stops in sy l lah le - in i t i a l and final positions,^ The 
end par t of noise in syllahle final i s found to he a plaoe 
cue. This new finding also needs a further experiment in 
i ^ o h noise of the fricatives* ooctirring in syllable-final 
posit ion, in different VOTI^I context may be isolated. The 
duration of the isolated fTicative-noise may be Varied syste-
matically and new stimuli could be prepared. The perception 
t e s t of thes* stimuli may be done to evaluate the role played 
by the end par t of noise in identifying the plafse of a r t i -
culation of the frieativei.^ 
I t should be enphasixed that the generalisation of 
th ise conclusions to the perceptual s t ra tegies should be done 
Cautiously as the data are s t a t i s t i c a l l y small*'' 
Acoustic study sho%rai that in Hindi, contrary to English, 
i i n 
th.« vrord-initleuL voiced stops art voloed tb rou^ 1 e^ 
closure Interval (Msker eind Abremson, 1964; Ahmad emd 
Ottpta* 1980), not necessarily t h r o u ^ out the whole 
in terva l . I t has also Deen fofand that the voicing t h r o u ^ 
the closure interval unlike in Bnglisih, i s a necessary cue 
for i n i t i a l stops to he perceived as voiced (Ahmad and 
Gupta, 1980). fhe importance of the voicing cue(VB) end 
i t s duration (as VOT) should be further evaluated in that 
deleted VB txtom i n i t i a l voiced stop may be 85>pended to the 
voiceless stops preceding the i r releases. I f new manipulated 
stimuli ars heard as voiced, that will indicate that VB, not 
a f i r s t formsnt t rans i t ion , i s a voicing cue in Hindi uttersnoe 
- i n i t i a l stops. 
The variation of duration in closure interval of post 
- s t r e s s medis^ stops in Bnglish has been found a cue for 
the i r voicing and place of art iculat ion (Port, 1979).^ 5Jhe 
present c^oustic study (though the data are small) s h o ^ a 
clear cut difference in the closure intervals of the aspirated 
(^115 m«) end una»piJ?ated (-^180 m»), voiced ('^liJO ms) and 
veioeless (^^165 tm) word-final stops.^ A perceptual study 
ef the Variation in duration of the closure interval as a 
Que for unaspirated end aspirated, voiceless tni voiced 
eategeries of tiie stops in syllable*final posi^lion may be 
dene after a tOtioroufi^  acoustic study of the stops in the 
saiie pe t i t i en . This may strengthen the under standing of 
the fr«dtss »f syeeeh perceptienji 
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TRANSITION AND NOISE AS PERCEPTUAL CUES 
FOR (HINDI) FRICATIVES 
ARSHAD AHMAD & S.K, GUPTA 
Department of Physics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh 202 001 
An experiment involving dissection of syllables at sequential 10 ms duration is conducted to investi-
gate the distribution of perceptual cues of fricative sounds in consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) 
syllables. Segmented samples of four syllables (/saw/, / Sab^l, Ivi&sl, Ipaf /) are presented to 15 
listeners and their responses are analysed. It is observed that only turbulence (fricative noise) 
leads to the recognition of these sounds. Samples with shorter noise contents are responded to 
either as affricates or stops 
INTRODUCTION 
Voiceless fricative sounds are generated as a result 
of turbulent air flow caused by a constriction at some 
point in or above the larynx. This turbulent air flow 
produces noise of wide frequency range and inten-
sities. Several studies'-* on natural as well as syn-
thetic sounds have shown that voiceless fricatives are 
recognised by frictional noise alone. It has been 
found that a change in duration, larger than the just-noticeable difference for segmental duration, 
carries useful information from speakers to listeners.^ 
In the past, many workers®"^ have found that noise 
duration is a cue to distinguish among fricatives, 
aff"ricates and/or stop consonants. Except Ohman^ 
and Grim,i° none of the above workers studied 
relative perceptual importance of various acoustic 
attributes of consonants by sequential segmentation 
of syllables. Hence, we performed a perception 
experiment on sequential 10 ms consonant vowel 
consonant (Hindi) syllables with the purpose of 
investigating the following aspects : 
(i) Cues responsible for recognition of fricative 
/s, y*/sounds in initial and final position of 
CVC syllables. 
(ii) The variation in perceptual responses when 
syllables containing fricatives in initial or final 
positions of CVC sounds are either lengthened 
or shortened progressively by sequentially 
adding or deleting 10 ms segments. 
We have undertaken this study because Hindi 
language possesses a distinct manner of aspiration 
which is characterised by presence of noise in its 
spectrum. Thus reduction of noise duration of a 
Hindi fricative may give rise to perceptual respon-
ses in aspirated affricates and/or stops beside their 
unaspirated cognates. 
METHOD 
The present experiment is a part of our study in 
which 28 (Hindi) consonants are embedded with 
vowel /a/ to form 28 CVC nonsense syllables having 
different initial and final consonants. These 
syllables spoken by a male speaker are recorded on 
one channel of a stereo taperecorder and a tone of 
10 KHz is recorded on the second channel 40 to 150 
ms prior to the start of each syllable. Sonagrams 
of the syllables and the tone are prepared with the 
help of a Dual Channel Missilyzer (attachment to 
Kay's Sonagraph; model 7029A) in order to find 
the position of the start of the tone (which provided 
an arbitrary reference pulse to trigger the electronic 
gating arrangement) with respect to the syllable. 
The speech sounds are dissected at sequential 10 ms 
steps (cut points 10, 20, 30, ms), 
to cover the whole syllables with the help of an 
electronic gating arrangement similar to the one 
reported earlier." The recorded samples are free 
from artifact. The dissected samples were checked 
spcctrographically at several cut points and it was 
found that the accuracy of gating was better than ± 
5 ms. The dissected syllables at different cut points 
were recorded on magnetic tape. Two tapes were 
prepared - one having beginning segments stimuli and 
the other end segments stimuli. 
(i) "Beginning Segments" (BS) stimuli are left 
hand side portions of dissected syllables for which 
increasing cut point values include more and more 
part of syllable in steps of 10 ms. Thus BS stimuli 
of initial consonants contain short fricative noise. 
The increasing duration of BS stimuli includes more 
and more part of noise and then initial transition 
successively (fig. la). In case of BS stimuli of final 
fricative, it retains initial consonant with transition 
and steady vowel. Firstly final transition is added 
and then noise is included to it progressively (fig. lb). 
(ii) "End Segments" (ES) stimuli are right hand 
side portions of dissected syllable for which increas-
ing cut point values preserve less and less part of the 
syllable in steps of 10ms. 
Thus ES stimuli of initial fricative retains steady 
vowel and acoustic events of final consonants. The 
duration of stimuli are decreased by suppressing the 
noise progressively and then initial transition 
(fig. Ic). ES stimuli of final fricative contains only 
final transition and fricative noise. In beginning 
final transition is removed and then noise suppressed 
sequentially (fig. Id). Each list of stimuli for a 
ri.it 
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Fig. 1 
Schematic spectrograms at different cut points of (1-a) 
B.S. stimuli of initial' consonant (1-b) B.S. stimuli of 
final consonant (1-c) E.S. stimuli of initial consonant (1-d) E.S. stimuli of final consonant 
particular cut point is randomized and the lists are 
recorded in non-sequential order. 
LISTENING TESTS 
Randomized lists are presented to a group of 15 
listeners and they are asked to record their responses 
on a card sheet. Listeners are given a free choice to 
respond to any sound including the use of a cross (X) 
for an unrecognisable sound. 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES 
Listeners' responses are tabulated in form of 28 x 
28 matrix for each cut point and thus a total of 156 
matrices are obtained for both types of stimuli (BS 
and ES). The responses for each consonant of differ-
ent cut points in the initial and the final positions 
have been derived for BS and ES separately by using 
the above matrices. 
The time interval between tones (a reference point 
for electronic gating) and start of syllables are differ-
ent for different stimuli and hence for the purpose 
of discussion the terminations of second formant 
transitions of the vowel have been assumed as new 
zero time points. The start of vowel transition has 
been considered as zero point for initial consonant 
whereas the end of vowel transition is considered as 
zero point for final consonant. The cut points left 
to zero will be negative on time scale whereas those 
on the right to zero will be positive. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Duration of transitions and turbulences of the 
fricative sounds are shown in Table L It is observed 
from the table that duration of turbulence for final 
fricatives are greater than for initial fricatives. This 
observation is in agreement with the finding of Abbs 
and Minifie.'^ 
The listeners' responses of the fricative sounds are 
shown in Table II to V for those cut points which 
are perceptually important. Most frequent respon-
ses are shown individually and rest of the responses 
are shown as 'others.' 
The results of initial and final 
discussed separately. 
fricatives have been 
TABLE 
Duration of Turbulence and Transition in CVC Syllables 
Duration in ras 
Fricative 
s I /I 
Initial fricative Final fricative 
Turbulence 
170 
190 
Transition 
70 
40 
Transition 
56 
70 
Turbulence 
~270 
320 
BS 
Stimuli 
ES 
Stimuli 
TABLE II 
Responses of Initial Fricative | s | as in | saw | (Maximum Responses 15) 
Time 
(ms)—^ -110 -100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 
Responses 
I 
| s | 
1/1 
| t y 1 
Others 
| s | 
| t | 
| t h | 
Others 
1 
15 
6 
15 
8 
15 
10 
2 
14 
1 
14 
15 
13 
1 
15 
13 
1 
15 
14 
15 
15 
14 
1 
15 
13 
1 
1 
15 
3 
7 
3 
15 
2 
13 
14 
1 
2 
12 
13 
1 
8 
Time 
(ms)-
TABLE III 
Responses of Initial Fricative | y" | as in | J'ah^ \ (Maximum Responses 15) 
-150 -140 -130 -120 -110 -100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 + 1 0 +20 +30 
Responses 
I 
l y i 
BS 
Stimuli 1 t y 1 
ityM 
others 
l y i 
| t y i 
ES 
Stimuli 1 t 1 
| t | 
Others 
2 
15 
1 
4 
14 
2 
6 
15 
4 
2 
6 
15 
8 
2 
14 
9 10 
4 2 
15 14 
1 
12 
2 
12 
2 
1 
13 
2 
10 
3 
2 
15 15 
7 3 
8 12 
1 1 
15 13 « 1 
1 10 12 
1 2 3 2 
2 1 1 
13 
2 
6 
1 
1 
TABLE IV 
Responses of final fricative I s | as in 
(maximum responses 15) 
was 
TABLE V 
Responses of final fricative I y* | as in 
(maximum responses 15) 
paT* 
Time 
(ms) 
- 20 
- 10 
0 
+ 10 
+20 
+ 30 
+40 
+ 50 
+ 60 
+ 70 
+ 80 
+ 90 
+ 100 
+ 110 
+ 12U 
+ 130 
+ 140 
+ 150 
+ 160 
+ 170 
+ 180 
+ 190 
+200 
+210 
+220 
+230 
+240 
+250 
) s | 
1 
1 
1 
5 
12 
14 
15 
l t | 
1 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
BS Stimuli 
Respon 
| k | 
4 
3 
2 
6 
2 
ses 
others 
2 
2 
2 
Isl 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
12 
11 
9 
6 
8 
8 
7 
7 
6 
3 
2 
2 
ES Stimuli 
Responses 
| t | 
1 
2 
1 
6 
5 
7 
6 
2 
others 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Time 
(ms) 
L/l 
- 5 0 
- 4 0 
-30 
- 2 0 
- 1 0 3 
- 0 2 
+ 1014 
+ 20 15 
~ 
+ 100 
+ 110 
+ 120 
+ 130 
+ 140 
+ 150 
+ 160 
+ 170 
+ 180 
+ 190 
+ 200 
+210 
+220 
+ 230 
+240 
+250 
+ 260 
+270 
+280 
+ 290 
+ 300 
+ 310 
BS Stimuli 
Responses 
tf Itl lii 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 2 
1 3 
2 2 
1 1 
2 
others 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ES Sfimul 
Responses 
1 T i l t /"lii Isl If.hl o 
t / ' 
15 
14 
8 
9 
7 
8 
5 
4 
5 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
4 
3 
5 
6 
7 
9 
9 
8 
10 
11 
10 
7 
6 
6 
1 
1 
2 1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
4 
10 
13 
13 
11 
5 
3 
• 
thers 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
INITIAL FRICATIVES 
Fricative /s/: 
The fricative /s/ occurring in syllable /saw/ has 
turbulence of duration 170 ms and initial transition 
of 70 ms. The responses for BS and ES of sounds 
are given in Table II. A little more than 90 ms noise 
is needed in BS stimuli for 90% recognition of /s/ 
whereas only 20 ms noise is required to produce 
sufficient recognition in ES stimuli. When most of 
the noise is removed, ES stimuli (leaving only 10 ms 
of noise intact with transition) appeared as stop /t/. 
The stop continues to be responded even after the 
removal of 20 ms of terminating transition. Cohen' 
in a study of segmented sounds observed that when 
20 ms of noise was left intact with the rest of the 
syllable, the remaining sound was heard as plosive /t/ 
(/sin/ -+ /tin/). Grimm,'" in a study of segmentation 
of CV sounds, found that by deleting noise and 
transition in case of /s/, tendencies of responses for 
artificial sounds were as /s/ -* /t/ -* /d/ -+ /b/. A 
similar variation in responses of /s/ were observed 
by Ohman." 
Fricative / y / ; 
The durations of noise and transition of fricative 
/ y / in syllable /yab^/ are found to be 190 ms and 
40 ms respectively. The responses for BS and ES 
stimuli are given in Table III. For BS stimuli, 120 
ms noise is required to attain about 90% recognition 
although 50% recognition has been obtained with 80 
ms of noise. During the rise of intelligibility 20% 
to 30% confusions occurred in / tyV and a few in 
/ ty / also. In the case of ES stimuli / y / is perceived 
as affricate / ty / when approximately one-third (60 
ms) of the noise is intact with the rest of syllable. 
Listeners continue to give response in / ty / till 20 
ms of noise is present in stimuli. With further 
reduction of noise and terminating transition (up to 
20 ms), ES stimuli appeared as stop /t/.* A similar 
result was observed by Gerstman" in a tape cutting 
experiment in which noise duration of syllable IJ^aj 
(as in /shop/) was shortened progressively. He found 
that by removing approximately half of the initial 
part of noise of the syllable, IJ'aj was heard as 
/ t y a / (as in/chop/). When most of the fricative 
noise had been removed, the syllable was heard by 
some listeners as /ka/ and by others as /ta/. Grimm,"' 
observed variation in responses as /jT/ -i- /t/ -f /d/-*-
/b/ by removing the noise and transition successively. 
FINAL FRICATIVES 
Fricative /s/ : 
The fricative /s/ occurring in /was/ has transition 
of duration 50 ms and noise of 270 ms. The responses 
for BS and ES stimuli are shown in Table IV. When 
listeners were presented BS stimuli containing final 
transition only, they heard the sound as stop /t/ or 
/k/. By including 30-40 ms of noise, responses 
remain as stops and a subsequent inclusion of 60 ms 
of noise leads to an 80% recognition of /s/. In the 
ES stimuli, recognition falls to 50% when 70 ms of 
final portion of noise is left. When noise is further 
reduced by another 30 ms, it appeared as aspirated 
stop/ti l /which has the same place of articulation 
as /s/ . 
Fricative / y / : 
The durations of transition and noise of sound 
/ y / in the syllable / p a y / are 70 ms and 320 ms res-
pectively. The responses for BS and ES stimuli are 
given in Table V. In the beginning of BS stimuli 
containing transition only, the sound are confused 
with / t y / and / j / which have the same place of arti-
culation as / y / . With further inclusion of 10 ms of 
noise, BS stimuli is identified more than 90%. ES 
stimuli with only half of the end part of noise are 
heard as aspirated affricate jlfi^j and thus artificial 
aspirated affricate remains intelligible till noise dura-
tion of stimuli is reduced to one-fifth of the original 
noise duration of / y / . Now by further removing the 
noise the artificial sounds turn into aspirated stop 
IX'^I and this retroflex aspirated sound (/t^/) is heard 
till 20-30 ms of end part of noise is tnere. 
* 1 t I has place of articulation adjacent to place of | y I 
and is a retroflex (in Hindi) sound which is phonemically 
distinct from I t I . 
CONCLUSIONS 
* Turbulence alone is sufficient to recognise 
fricatives. 
* Lesser duration of turbulence is required to 
recognise the fricatives /s/ and / y / when vowel 
transition precedes or follows the turbulence. 
* Duration of noise is a cue to distinguish among 
fricatives, affricates and stops. 
* For ES stimuli of initial and final fricatives, the 
responses occurred as follows : 
INITIAL FRICATIVES 
/s/-/t/; / y / - / t y / - / t / 
F I N A L FRICATIVES 
/s/-/tv; /y / - / ty i^/ - / tv 
* End part of noise (syllables without vowel 
transition) also contributes towards the identification 
of place of articulation of fricatives in final posi-
tion. 
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CUES FOR THE PERCEPTION OF (HINDI) STOPS 
A. AHMAD AND S. K. GUPTA 
Department of Physics 
Aligarh Muslim University Aligarh. 
An experiment was conducted to evaluate the relative importance of acoustic 
cues responsible for the perception of initial stops in CVC syllables. It was 
obseived that the voiceless unaspirated stops /p,t,k/ can be recognised either 
by burst or by the vocalic part (Vowel transition plus steady portion of 
vowel) of the syllable. Burst and vowel transition together are found to be 
necessary for perceiving voiceless retroflex s t o p s / t , t>^ j . Voiced stops 
are normally distinguished from their voiceless cognates by the presence of 
voice bar which precedes the release. The contribution of the vocalic portion 
for identification of voiced stops is hardly 30%. The.-e is not much 
inieraciion among aspirated and unaspirated stops, showing that most of 
the transition information used by listeners to perceive the placd feature is 
within the aspiration. 
INTRODUCTION 
The classical synthetic experiments (Cooper, 
Delattre, Liberman, Borst and Gerstnian, 1952; 
Delattre, Libeiman and Cooper, 1955) have shown the 
importance of burst and second formant transition in 
the identification of place feature of stops. To 
evaluate the importance of burst in natural speech, 
Winitzetal . (1972) and LaRivicre et al. (1975) 
pei formed some experiments and they found that the 
burst carried the heaviest perceptual load for the 
identification of voiceless stops. 
Anisworth (1968) and Fischer-Jrgensen (1972) 
found that the presence of noise during the interval 
between start explosion and onset of voicing is 
the important cue fur voiceless stops and absence of 
noise rather than the voicing of the first formant 
(Liberman, Delattre and Cooper, 1958) is sufl!icient to 
distinguish voiced stops from voiceless ones. 
Further Fischer-Jrgensea (1972) found that the lack 
of noise only is insutficient for the identification 
of/b,d,g/. This also needs presence of explosion and/ 
or vowel transition. 
Sharf et al. (1972) and Pols et al. (1978) conducted 
experiments to determine the perceptual effect of 
transition after deleting the noise portions of conso-
nants from syllables. They found that VC transitions 
are better perceptual cues than CV transitions. 
Further Pols et al. (1978) suggested that the lower 
score for CV transitions could very well be due to an 
interfering "Click sensation" caused by the abrupt 
beginning of these transitions. To eliminate the 
abrupt onset of transitions, the deleted noise portions 
of consonents were replaced by pink noise and it 
was found that the recognition of initial voiceless 
stops/p,t,k/ is improved whereas others remain 
unaffected. 
Cole and Scott (1974) suggested that phonetic 
information is carried by a simple invariant place cue. 
The phonetic information for initial stops /p.t,k,b,d, 
g/ in CV syllables lies in the initial noise energy 
(burst) before the onset of laryngeal vibration. But 
Dorman et al. (1976) found that the burst and transi-
tion act in a complementary manner (i e. if the percep-
tual weight of one increases, the other declines) in 
identifying the initial voiced stops /b,d,g/. 
Liiker and Abramson (1964) found in most of 
the languages VOT is a clear cut cue to distinguish 
among the different categories of stops but it failed in 
the case of Hindi. Hindi is a language which uses 
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voicing and aspiration together to distinguish their 
stop consonants. The intersecting categories of 
voicing and aspiration yield a four-way manner 
contrast in various stop consonants of Hindi, such as 
voiceless unaspiratcd, voiceless aspirated, voiced 
unaspirated and voiced aspirated. 
From the above studies, ii appears (hat the Hindi 
language may present interesting problems for the 
determination of the perceptual cues for stop conso-
nants. Hence we performed an experiment on 
perception of electronically segmented CVC sounds to 
evaluate the role of various acoustic cues in the recog-
nition of different features for initial stops. 
METHOD 
Fifteen stop consonants /p, p'' , b, b^ ; t, t^  , d, di^  ; 
1, t*^  , d; k, k'^  , g, g*^  / in the initial position of a 
CVC nonsense syllable, embedded in vowel /a/ spoken 
by a male speaker, were recorded on one channel of a 
stereo tape recorder and on the other channel a refer-
ence pulse, 40-80 msec prior to start of initial conso-
nant, was recorded manually. The final consonant in 
a syllable was any consonant out of 28 which occurs 
frequently in Hindi (Ahmed and Agarwal, 1969) The 
whole syllables were cut electronically by a gate of 
accuracy better than 1% (Agrawal et al., 1971) in 
steps of 10 msec such that either 10 msec segments 
were included (BS stimuli) or deleted (ES stimuli) with 
respect to the reference pulse. The duration of sound 
samples was progressively lengthened in BS stimuli 
and shortened in ES stimuli. Thus a total of 156 
lists, each containing stimuli of one time segment out-
point of either BS or ES stimuli, were recorded. Each 
list of stimuli for a particular cut point was rando-
mized and lists were recorded in nonsequential order. 
The reshuffled lists were played in free field of a 
partially acoustic treated room before a group of 15 
listeners who were asked to record their responses on 
card sheets and to mark a cross (X) for an unrecognis-
able sound The perceptual informations with reference 
to phonetic-acoustic segments for each consonant have 
been derived from listeners' responses and have been 
shown in Tables 1 to IV. The detailed method which 
is similar to Ohman (1962), Grimm (1966) and Singh 
(1966) has been described in our earlier paper 
(Ahmed and Gupta, 1978). The acoustic cues for 
initial consonants as measured from wide band 
spectrograms have been shown in Table V. 
FEATURES 
Articulatory features are allocated to the stop 
consonants in the following way, as given by Ahmed 
etal . , (1969). 
1. Voicing: 7 consonents (b,d,d ,g,b'' , d^ , &*" ) arc 
treated as voiced sounds. 
2. Aspiration : 7 consonants (p^ , t'l , }^ , k^ , b^ , 
d^ , gh ) arc classified as aspirated. 
3. Place : 4 places of articulation were defined as 
follows : 
(a) Front sound : In this category, only those sounds 
have been included that are bilabial. Thus four sounds 
(p, p^ ,b, h^ ) have considered as "front", (b) Middle 
front : The dental sounds (t, t'" , d, d"! ) were placed 
in this category (c) Middle sounds : Retroflex sounds 
( ?j !'^  > ^ ) ^^S'e put in this category, (d) Back 
sounds : The sounds that are velar (k, k^ , g, g'^  ) 
were considered as back sounds. 
RESULTS 
Results of the four different categories have been 
described separately. 
Voiceless Unaspirated Stops (/p,t, ; ,k/)-
The consonant identification by exposing the 
listeners to the respective bursts of voiceless 
unaspirated stops is found to be 93% for /t/, 87% 
for /p / , 73% for /k/ and 6% for / i / but the place 
identifications in labial as well as velar are more than 
their correct values The addition of the terminating 
part of vowel transition to burst enhances the identi-
fication of /p,t,k/. The whole of the vowel transition 
(50 msec duration) along with its burst is needed for 
perceiving / t / whereas its voicing recognition needs 
approximately half of the vowel transition along with 
the burst. 
On shortening the length of stimuli by removing 
the burst from the original (CVC) syllables, the 
correct identification for retroflex / t / falls down to 
40% but remains unaltered for the others. At this 
cut point / t / shows confusion with / i / and /p/ ; the 
voicing identification is 87% which detracts to 13% 
after further removal of two fifths (20 msec) of 
the terminating transition. The velar /k/ loses its 
correct identification on deletion of burst plus 20 
msec of terminating vowel transition but voicing 
identification is 87% which falls down to 13%, when 
the duration of deleted transition is doubled, /p / 
is identified at 40% even after deleting the burst and 
vowel transition, /t/ is 50% correctly identified 
when only 10 msec of transition is left intact with 
the remaining part of the syllable and the response 
disappears when this last segment (10 msec) of 
transition is removed. 
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Voiceless Aspirated Stops (jp^ , t^  , th , k^ )-
The only burst * in /p"^  ,1^ , th / pjays ano role 
whereas in/k'^ / it gives rise ty to 93% correct identifi-
calion. On adding approximately half of the 
beginning part of the aspirated noise to the burst, 
the correct response for labial, dental and relrofiex 
is more than 87%. 
By removing burst correct responi.es for /p''' , t^  ,k'i / 
remains unchanged as in the case of their unaspiralcd 
cognates but for letroflex / ]*" /, it drops down to 
60% wlich decieases gradually on successive deletions 
of the aspirated noise and comes down to 13% when 
10 msec of the end part of the aspirated noise in left 
intact with the remaining part of the syllable At 
this cut point, voicing identification of /' }^ I is 60% 
(being confused with j \.^ I and / k^ j) which ceases 
completely after deleting the whole of the aspirated 
noise and 10 msec of vowel transition. The correct 
identification for /ph /disappears when the burst and 
half of the aspirated noise is removed. For / f^  / and 
/k i^ /, the correct identification is more than 60% even 
if the burst and three fourth of the aspirated noise 
is deleted. The correct response for / i'^  / and/k'^ / 
disappears when the aspitaied noise is lemoved but 
the identification of the place feature of velar (jV^ j) 
remains 87%, being confused with its unaspirated 
cognate /k/. The place identification of the velar 
stop disappears when 10 msec of the initial part of 
the vowel transition is also removed. 
Voiced Unaspirated Stops (/b,d,d ,g/)-
The stimuli made of voice bar (VB) and the burst 
give rise to 93% of place feature identification for/g/ 
but to obtain the same order of place identification 
in the case of /b,d,d /, approximately a segment of 
20 msec of tcrnrinating vowel transition is to be 
added to the VB and burst. These stimuli (VB + 
burst + 20 mesec of terminating vowel transition) 
give a correct identification of 80% for /d/ and /d /, 
33% for /b/ and hardly 6% for /g/. By adding total 
transition to the VB and burst, there is not much 
improvement in correct response except in the case of 
/g/ where the response increases to 33%. Now further 
• Burst contains release followed by a brief period of frication 
and/or aspiration. Velar burst is near the second fromant 
transition from where the aspirated noise also starts In all 
cases of aspirated sounds whether it is voiceless or voiced. 
Thus it is difl icult to draw a line of demarcation between the 
valar burst and aspirated noise. However in case of aspirated 
sounds /kfi, gh, / burst from aspirated noise have been separated 
by compaing them with their unaspirated cognates. 
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addition of steady vowel of duration 40 msec in case 
of /b / and 100 msec (total steady vowel) in case of /g/ 
raises their correct identification to 87% or more. 
On deletion of VB Horn CVC syllabic, the correct 
and voicing features of all stops is degraded approxi-
mately to one fourth of their maximum value but the 
place features remain well identified (80%) to 100%) 
us they show confusion with their voiceless unaspira-
ted cognates. If the burst is also removed, the velar 
stop /g/ loses its place feature identification but it 
remains unaffected in others. After deletion of 
approximately one fourth of the beginning part of the 
transition along with the voice bar and burst, the 
place feature identification for /b / is lost. However, 
for /d/ and / d / the place feature identification 
are 66% and 80% respectively which drop to a low 
value by cutting off approximately half of the vowel 
transition. 
Voiced Aspirated Stops (/b'', di,, g''/) -
On perceiving the stimuli containing VB and burst 
cues, there is 67%o place identification for /g ' / (confu-
sion with /k/ and jk^ /) while others are not at all 
identified. By further adding approximately one third 
of the beginning part of the total aspirated noise, the 
place feature for all voiced aspirated stops is identified. 
At these cut points, the correct and voicing of/d"" / is 
identified upto 40% but jb'^ / and /g,,/ are hardly 
identified coireclly. When vowel transition is added 
to the stimuli containing VB, burst and aspirated 
noise, correct identificati ons for fd^ j and /g*' / are 
raised approximately to 45% and 33%, respectively 
but there is no correct identification for jb^ /. After 
adding the steady vowel, the correct and voicing 
identification reaches 87%, for jg^ /and 73%, for /b"" / 
but there is only marginal improvement in jA'" j . 
By removing VB from the CVC stimuli, the correct 
and voicing identification in all cases falls down to 
27% but the place feature identification remains high 
(93%,) as they show confusion with their unvoiced 
aspirated cognates. After the removal of VB and 
burst, when the aspirated noise is deleted successively, 
the place feature identification degrades gradually 
and comes down to 33%, for /g^ / and diminishes for 
the others when the total aspirated noise is removed. 
The response for /g^ / diminishes by cutting off the 
next 10 msec segment from the edge of the vowel 
transition. The favourite responses for each stop 
having noise of decreasing duration (stimuli do not 
contain VB and burst) are either among their voiceless 
aspirated cognates or in H^ / and /h/ . 
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DISCUSSION 
The burst is sufficient for recognising /p,t,k/. which 
is siippoitcd by previous workers {Winitz, Schcib and 
Reeds, 1972; LaRivi ere, Winitz and Hcrriman, J975). 
We also observed that voiceless slops /p,t,k,/ are 
completely identified by vowel transition plus steady 
vowel. This does not agree with the findings of Sharf 
et al. (1972) and LaRivicrcct al. (1975), who fuuud 
that transition plus steady vowel is insufficient for re-
cognising the initial voiceless stop-consonants. This 
difference can be explained on the basis that the termi-
nating part of the vowel transition (may be voiceless 
transition) in English responsible for the perception of 
voiceless sotps lie in burst as Winitz et al. (1972) and 
LaRivicre et al.(1975) have shown. It was observed that 
the burst and vowel transition together are needed for 
the perception of retroflex sound l\ / This supports 
the observation of Stevens and Blumstein (1975 , who 
found that the integration of both burst and 
tiansition information is a prerequisite for the 
perception of retroflexion. 
In the case of voiceless aspirated stops, it was 
observed that the burst enables full recognition of 
/k'' /. It may be due to the fact that the burst of/k^^ / 
is, of a longer duration than the burst of the other 
stops, jk^ I could also be identified by aspirated 
noise plus vocalic cues The voiceless aspirated stops 
/p*" , t'' /can be identified unambiguously from the 
stimuli containing either burst plus aspirated noise 
or aspirated noise plus vocalic cues. In the retroflex, 
/ t*i / burst with aspirated noise is necessary for its 
recognition, as has been observed in the cdse of its 
unaspirated cognate / t / which needs burst plus vowel 
transition. The important role of aspirated noise in 
identifying voiceless stops can be explained on the 
basis that aspirated noise, has got irregular vertical 
sirialions which may act as a voiceless transition 
(Schatz, 1954) responsible for the preception of sounds. 
Peikell (1969) has shown that considerable tongue tip 
and dorsum movement as well as changes in laryngeal 
lieight occur throughout the aspiration of voiceless 
stops. One may conclude from another measurement 
made by Perkcll that during aspiration there is glottal 
constiiclion which could serve as a turbulent source of 
excitation in the varying vocal tract and its acoustic 
manifestation would be a voiceless transition. Our 
results replicate the findings of Fischer-Jrgensen (1972) 
except in the case of velar. 
VB is a necessary cue for the correct and voicing 
recognition of voiced stops. The contribution of the 
burst plus vocalic cues (vowel transition plus steady 
state vowel) is hardly 30% for the correct and voicing 
recognition. This finding does not support the view 
of Hoffman (1958) who recognized the importance of 
burst frequency in addition to the second and third 
form.)nt transitions for the identification of voiced 
stops. The correct identification of /d/ and / <? / takes 
place for the stimuli containing VB plus burn and 
vowel transition but in addition to the above, steady 
vowel is to be added for correct and voicing recogni-
tion of /b/ and /g/ showing that vowel is needed in 
case of sounds having extreme place of articulation 
(labial and velar). Sharf et al. (1972) in English and 
Fischer-Jrgensen (1972) in Danish have found that the 
transition plus steady vowel is sufficient for the correct 
recognition of voiced stops, which is contrary to our 
findings. It may be because /b,d,g/ in the initial 
position of a syllable in those languages are often 
voiceless and hence the listener utilizes the information 
provided by the transition to perceive them. Thus it 
appears that in Hindi/b,d, d,g/are not identified with-
out prevoicing (of low buzz amplitude) as has been 
confirmed by Gupta et. al (1973). In the case of velar 
/g/, the burst appears to be much more important 
than the vowel transition for place recognition as 
also observed by Anisworth (1968) during his 
synthetic experiment. However, this is contrast to the 
experiments by Delattie et al. (1955) and Harris et al. 
(1958) which led them to suggest that the loci of the 
second and third formant transitions were important 
cues for the voiced stops. Measurements on natural 
speech by Lisker and Abramson (1964) also show that 
a relatively long interval between the release and 
onset of voicing is a characteristic feature of jgj. All 
the voiced unaspirated stops, for the stimuli contain-
ing transition plus steady vowel and final consonant, 
show confusion with their unvoiced cognates in all 
cases e«ept /g/ where the confusion is with /t/. 
For the voiced aspirated stops, it was observed that 
VB along with aspirated noise plays an important role 
in their perception It was found that on the addition 
of steady vowel to the stimuli made of VB, burst plus 
aspiration and transition shows an improvement in 
the identification of/bV and /g''/ having extreme place 
of articulation as in the case of / b / a n d / g / . The 
poor perception of /dh/ may be due to the fact that in 
the original syllable it does not have voicing cue 
before release. 
CONCLUSION 
To peiceive voiceless stops /p,t,k/, either burst or 
transition plus steady vowel is needed. 
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* Burst and aspirated noise or transition together 
are needed for the perception of voiceless retroflex 
stops. 
* Voice bar is necessary but may not be sufficient 
for perceiving the voicing feature of voiced stops. 
* Burst is the important cue for the place feature of 
velar voiceless stops. 
* Noise following release is responsible for place 
feature recognition of aspirated stops. 
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Table I. Responses of Beginning Segments (BS) and End Segments (ES) Stimuli 
(for the different acoustic cues, at different cut point for voiceless 
uaaspirated Stops (max reiponse of eaoh stimulus = 15). 
Acoustic 
Events* 
Burst 
Burst-t-Tr. 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
/ 
BS 
13 
15 
13 
15 
15 
15 
P / 
ES 
14 
14 
15 
6 
6 
6 
Responses of Stimuli 
/ t / l\I 
BS 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
15 
ES 
13 
15 
14 
0 
0 
0 
BS 
1 
1 
1 
13 
14 
14 
ES 
6 
6 
13 
0 
0 
0 
/ k / 
BS ES 
11 15 
13 15 
13 15 
15 0 
15 0 
15 0 
Tr = Transition 
* Acoustic events shown has been addcJ up for BS response and deleted from 
CVC syllable for ES response. 
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Table II. Responses of Beginning Segments (BS) and End Segments (ES) 
stimuli (for different acoustic cues) at different cut point for voiceless 
aspirated stops (max. response of each stimulus --- 15). 
Acoustic 
Events 
Burst 
Burst + ASP 
Burst+ 
ASP + Tr. 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Aspiration 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Aspiration 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Aspiration 
BS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
IJ 
14 
14 
15 
10 
13 
13 
13 
ES 
14 
14 
14 
14 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Responses < 
/ t h * / 
BS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
15 
15 
15 
15 
_ 
-
-
-
ES 
15 
15 
15 
15 
0 
0 
2 
2 
_ 
-
-
-
of Stimuli 
/ "^^  
BS 
1 
1 
1 
1 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
/ 
ES 
9 
9 
14 
14 
0 
0 
6 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
/ k h 
BS 
14 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
/ 
ES 
15 
15 
15 
15 
0 
13 
13 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
APS = Aspired noise 
* Transition has not been observed in I t^ / 
Table III. Responses of Beginning Segments (BS) and End Segments (ES) Stimuli 
(for different acoustic cues) at different cut point for voiced unaspi-
ra'.ed stops (max. response for each stimulus — 15) 
Acoustic 
Events 
Voice 
Bar 
Voice Bar 
+ Burst 
Voice Bar 
+ Burst 
+ Tr. 
Voice Bar 
+ Burst+ 
Tr-1- Vowel 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
/ b / 
BS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
15 
6 
15 
15 
15 
ES 
3 
13 
4 
3 
13 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Responses 
/ d / 
BS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
ES 
3 
13 
3 
3 
13 
4 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
of Stimuli 
/ 
BS 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1 
3 
13 
15 
13 
14 
15 
15 
?/ 
ES 
5 
12 
5 
5 
12 
5 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
/ g 
BS 
0 
0 
0 
1 
15 
1 
5 
15 
5 
13 
15 
13 
/ 
ES 
4 
15 
4 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Table IV. Responses of Beginning Segments (BS) and End Segments (ES) 
Stimuli (for different acoustic cues) at different cut point for voiced 
aspirated Stops (max. response for each stimulus = 15 .^ 
Acoustic 
Events 
Voice Bar 
Voice Bar + 
Burst 
Voice Bar + 
Burst + ASP 
Voice Bar + 
Burst+ASP 
+ Tr. 
Voice Bar -f 
Burst + ASP 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Aspiration 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Aspiration 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Aspiration 
Correct 
Place 
Voicing 
Aspiration 
Correct 
Place 
+ Tr. + Vowel Voicing 
Aspiration 
/ b 
BS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
14 
1 
14 
_ 
-
-
-
13 
14 
13 
13 
Responses 
h » / 
ES 
4 
14 
4 
15 
4 
14 
4 
15 
0 
1 
0 
0 
_ 
-
-
-
0 
0 
0 
0 
/ d 
BS 
-
-
-
-
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
14 
6 
15 
7 
15 
7 
15 
8 
15 
8 
15 
of Stimuli 
h*/ 
ES 
4 
15 
4 
15 
4 
14 
4 
14 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Is" 
BS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
0 
4 
5 
15 
5 
15 
5 
15 
5 
15 
13 
15 
13 
15 
/ 
ES 
4 
15 
4 
15 
3 
14 
3 
15 
1 
5 
1 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
* There is no transition in / b^ " / and voice bar in / d^  /. 
Table V. Durations (in msec) of acoustic cues for initial stop consonants in 
CVC syllables. 
Stimuli 
/ P / 
/ t / 
^ / 
/ k / 
/PV 
/ t h / 
/ t h / 
/k" / 
/b / 
/d/ 
/d / 
/g/ 
/ d / 
/g"/ 
Voice bar /Gap 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
185 
120 
175 
125 
135 
-
115 
Burst 
10 
10 
10 
30 
5 
5 
10 
30 
5 
10 
5 
35 
5 
10 
25 
Aspirated 
noise 
-
-
-
-
75 
75 
110 
70 
-
-
-
-
100 
90 
110 
Second formant 
transition 
30 
40 
50 
60 
20 
-
20 
50 
40 
80 
70 
75 
-
50 
30 
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